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E. E. Light Strongly Advo Father of Rockland Woman
Methodists Act Promptly and Unanimously—Gratifying For Continuance Of Island Steamboat Line After Mail
cates Such An Institution
Victim of Terrible Acci
ministrative code” was received in
Contract Expires a Year Hence
Facts Shown At Quarterly Conference
the Senate with an linanimniK fnv
In Union
dent In Massachusetts
t
, naLe wun an unanimous lav

orable committee report.
The House after lengthy debate Editor of The Courier-Gazette:—
The North Adams 'Mats.) Evening
apppntpri the “mieht tn
mo
The disaster which befell the dwindling traffic this investment
At the fourth quarterly conference l work included in the World Service
Union has held its annual meet
^cePcea tne ought to pass mathe Methodist Episcopal Church." Vinalhaven & Rockland Steamboat would not be warranted, he says.
jority report of the committee on ing, and decided the question in Transcript of March 16 reported the j of PrattMemorial M. E. Church j
night the committee onSociaJ Service and Local Hospitals:
| taxation by a vote of 83 to 58 in the favor of erecting a new High School tragic death of Sairuel E. Martin | Tuesday
A boat of the desired size, equipped
, i second roll call of the session. Six building. The feminine voters have who was killed by a tractor in Flori- ! pastoral relations unanimously rec-Theima^Stanley*"To°ministe^'to I Co. Monday night through the de for both passengers and freight, is
... j committee members had signed the demonstrated their political rights da. Mass. The victim was the father ! ommended the return of Rev. Jesse
struction of the steamer Gov. Bod- extremely difficult to find, for the
Wise sayings often fall on bar — report. The bill, which provides for and abilities to organize and “carry
the sick and needy of the charge,
well may mean the abolition of the reason that not many such craft
ren ground; but a kind word is —! regulation and control and a tax of on” a public issue to success, and I of Mrs. Frank O. Reach, whose hus Kendt-rdine for a fourth year, and etc.”
the conference expressed itself as
never thrown away. — Arthur
Auditing Accounts: George Gay service, so far as this corporation have been built in recent years. Col.
band is engineer at Knox Hospital. heartily in accord.
one and one-half cents per square congratulate them.
Helps.
and Parker Worrey. “To audit the
In substance they have agreed to From the Transcript’s report these
foot, was then given its first and sec
A careful check-up shows a 23 per
of the church treasurer and of is concerned, after the present four Basil H. Stinson, local agent of the
secure, by private effort and sub extracts are made:
$* .«. .«.
.«.
.,.
ond readings.
••• ••• ••• •••
cent increase in membership under books
line, goes to New York on that
all
the
treasurers of all boards or
scription,
one-half
of
the
proposed
The new draft of the “code" cre
♦ * ♦ *
*
his pastorate, and a debtless church, organizations of the local church . . . years' mail contract expires one year errand, fully realizing the difficulties
ates two new departments. Finance cost i $20,0001 of the proposed build
SNOW IS DISAPPEARING
the
trustees
having
paid
notes
to
the
Samuel E. Martin. 63, chairman of amount of $1870 in the three years also all insurance papers, securities from next July.
and Health and Welfare, and changes ing. to be completed by September,
which beset his search.
and other legal documents . . . and
This opinion was voiced yesterday
Coast Towns Almost Bare, But In- ! the form of the present departments 1932. At present, and for some the board of selectmen and tax col of his stay.
Yesterday Col. Stinson, Capt.
lector
for
the
town
of
Florida
was
report
to
the
first
quarterly
con

land There's Great Need of a of Sea and Shore Fisheries, Agricul- future years, presumably, nearly 100
The Sunday School has reached a ference."
by William S. White, president of the Roscoe Kent, Capt. John I. Snow,
instantly
killed
Saturday
night
when
Chinook
i ture and Audit and abolishes 28 High School pupils in town, and
development in attendance exceeding
Church Records: R. U. Clark, Mrs. company, who cited the inroads and Maurice F. Lovejoy, represent
agencies. The original draft would 1 neighboring towns must be provided he was run over by a five ton tractor, any record for the past 10 years, the
which
was
being
used
to
break
out
Within the past week mild |em- have abolished 38 agencies and ere- j for, or denied admission, that is enaverage for the last quarter being H. A. Stanley and George Gay. "To made upon the revenue by the ships I ing the underwriters, flew to Swan's
182.“VEpworth League u^der 85 examine the minutes of the quarter
peratures and a strong sun have de ated 13 administrative departments ; couraged by State laws.
Island with Captain Wincapaw.
in an easterly direction from the east presidency of Miss Louise Dolliver ly conference, the records of the of the Curtiss Flying Service, and
j
and
a
Governor's
cabinet
of
departj
Basing
our
premises
on
school
stacreased the State's average snow
Their visit was timed for low tide so
end
of
the
Whitcomb
summit
on
the
ment heads.
! tistics, and population probabilities,
has had its best year in a long time trustees and official board and of all the fact that many patrons have that they could best determine the
depth from 14 to 10 inches, according
Among the departments which ■ our present school buildings, in size, Mohawk Trail.
and numbers now 30 active and 20 boards and organization of the local been lost for the reason that so many
to the Portland Weather Bureau's would have been affected by the I location ‘and general condition are.
Each time the tractor bucked the associate members. Ten members ; chuch represented in the quarterly
actual condition of the wreck. They
snow bulletin, issued Tuesday night. original code bill presented on Jan. | and can be made, if suitable, efficient mass of snow ahead of it, Mr. Martin attended the Epworth League Insti- conference and report to the first persons buy through the mail order found that the boiler had capsized
quarterly conference."
The coast is practically bare of 21, but which were not touched in j and energetic care be exercised, would measure the depth of the tute in Bucksport.
and fallen over the side, and that,
The Ladies' Aid showed larger re- _ arsonage. John A. Stevens, Mrs. houses instead of coming to Rock
snow, except in the woods. The the new draft were Agriculture, High- i ample and fit for all needs of the snow left and call out to Peter Myal,
greatest depth reported in the bulle ways, Banking, Insurance, Inland j pupils in town in the grades below the operator of the tractor. When ceipts than for several years previ J. A. Stevens, A. W. Gregory, Mrs. land, as formerly. In the olden days the engine had gone through the
A. W. Gregory, Mrs. R. Ingraham mail for the islands consisted of one bottom, so completely burned was the
tin is 36 inches at Rangeley. Green Fisheries and Game, Forestry, Labor, the High School or secondary grade he failed to call out, the men made ously.
an investigation and found that in
requirements.
ville has a 23-inch recording and Public Utilities.
A bequest of $500 from the estate and the president of the Ladies’ Aid. or two sacks, and the hackman slung hull. Nothing to salvage there.
backing, the tractor had struck Mr of the late Mary C. Hall was anPastoral Relation and Pulpit Sup
Millinocket a 22-inch depth.
No provision was made for a per
The Bodwell sank at Swan's Island
them over his arm as he went to the
The water equivalent of the aver sonnel officer who under the origi
While Union now maintains an A Martin, running over him and break- , n0Unced and conference arose and ply: Ralph U. Clark, A. W. Gregory
wharf. Today there is such a large in 1924 and it cost the owners $45,000
age snow depth is five inches and nal draft would have been in the grade High School, I understand it ing practically every bone in his st0Od in silent prayer in reverential and Leroy A. Chatto.
Nominating Committee: The pastor quantity of mail, largely parcel post to put her in the excellent condition
part of this is seeping into the Bureau of Administration. The is still not on a standard that its body.
recognition of her passing and her
Mr. Martin was a native of Hebron generous gfft. after which District (chairman), H. M. de Rochemont, packages, that a generous portion of in which Monday night's disaster
ground, while another part is evapo present departments
of Public graduates are qualified to enter a
rating, the bulletin states. The Health and of Public Welfare would college of the State without further N. Y., and for the past 33 years had | Supt A. I. Oliver, who was conduct- Rev. Herman Winchenbaugh and the steamer's limited freight capacity found her.
need of two soaking rainfalls to bring be combined in the Department of preparation in a seminary or acade resided on the Monroe road in the 1 jnp the conference led in prayer Mrs. Ida Simmons. “This commit
Steamer Vinalhaven went on the
rivers and lakes up to normal levels j Health and Welfare.
my, or to equal the standard of High Drury section of the town of Flori- , Mrs. Hall had been an active sup- tee shall nominate stewards and is occupied.
this spring is noted.
j The Finance Department would be School graduates of cities or larger da. He had been interested in poli- I porter of the church for manv years, such other officers and committees
So far as flying is concerned Mr. route yesterday afternoon, but with
Ice thickness also is decreasing and ! along the lines of the original draft towns of the State. In name we ap tics and-had served in various town ; Her legacy will be invested and as the quarterly conference or official White recognizes that it is a devel the coming of summer a second
some lake and stream coverings show with provision for the minority party pear
i___ equal;
__ ____
in____
fact,, we fall short. offices in an efficient manner. He known as the "Mary C. Hall Fund." board may direct.”
boat is imperative.
Each of these committees selects opment of the existing period, not
signs of rotting and breaking away, t0 have membership on the Board of j This requires extra time and ex- was elected tax collector at the re- j The Maine Methodist Conference
unlikely
to
become
employed
to
an
cent
town
meeting,
having
been
'
will
meet
at
the
Pine
Street
Church
its
own
chairman,
except
where
especially in the southern part of the I Equalization of Taxes and the Com-1 pense, often very burdensome to
we're sad with news that comes
even greater extent. It means a Indeedtoday.
State. Macadam roads are in good mittee on the Budget, and the ad- many worthy, ambitious youths who elected selectman last year. He was ! in Portland (Rev, A. Powell Davies otherwise stated
Destroyed by fire the Governor Bodwell:
condition but dirt roads are full of ministration of inheritance taxes re- ; seek further culture, to fit themselves held in the highest esteem by his pastor), April 22-28 and will be pre
steady draft upon the resources That
we no more shall see her on the
mud and are rutted badly, the bulle- niaining in the Attorney General's for positions of trust, skill or fame, fellow townspeople and enjoyed the sided over by Bishop Frederick T.
bay.
which the company felt were its
tin says.
| department.
In earlier days of our educational confidence of all. He was an earnest Keeney of the Atlanta area. A YeNor tread her decks, nor hear her cheer
legitimate property in the days when
ful bell.
A purchasing agent, a budget offi- system rural pupils from the “old worker for town betterment and was alignment of the districts, so that
sun shone bright, and skies above
the line was being developed as a When were
HELPED TWEED ESCAPE
cer and a tax assessor would be pro- I recj schoolhouse" found no Free High directing operations of the road there will be three instead of four,
clear.
vided under this department.
[ School ready at hand to enter, and breaking gang when he met his I will be one of the important matters
steamboat right, but which is now What Joy to sail on her the calm, smooth
sea;
“Aunt Lucy" Knox Hid the Tammany
A Commissioner of Sea and Shore I s0 jn some sections the need was death. For many years he had been acted upon. The terms of Supt.
accepted in a sportsmanlike spirit When came the storm that Ailed the
Boss In Her House Until Hue and Fisheries would replace the present ' supplied in small measure by public an attendant of the First Baptist j Cvmbrid Hughes of the Portland Editor of The Courier-Gazette:—
heart with fear.
as inevitable.
district and Supt. Low of the Bangor
Spring is officially here.
Cry Was Over.
commission of three and the Depart- spirited citizens, who established Church in the town of Florida.
With Captain Kent what sensed se
He leaves his wife, and one son, district expire this year.
curity!
Up blades of grass from your pillow!
The Gov. Bodwell was insured for
ment. of Education would have; academies which are still in exisHear who Is calling you—March!"
boat! For thirty years and
* » * 0
Mrs Lucy Knox, grandmother of added to its duties supervision of I tence and doing good work' Some of i George H. Martin of Florida, four
far less than its replacement value, A sturdy
more.
President Henrv dpMarch 21 opened with a bl'‘8ht and here comes the worst fly in the She's made her course among the hapnv
Anita Stewart, motion picture actress the state Library and the State 1 them are very old; Berwick, estab- daughters, Mrs. Florence Reach of
Trustees:
Isles;
Alvra W Gregorv R SUn' a Iight nor west air stirring' So
and founder of the first school in the Museum.
lished 1791; Fyreburg. 1792; Wiscas- Rockland, Me., Mrs. Bertha Gorman Rochemont.
I udwicir
nenX' r 8
i let's saunter. We will make the ointment, where and how can the With twice ten thousand trips from
Sheepshead Bay section of Brooklyn | The auditor would be elected by set, 1809; Newcastle, 1805 Of the 35 and Miss Mildred Martin of Florida r
shore to shore.
Gershom
Silins
Soe
S.
sT
P
l«:
X^^thmu
Tc
bJ
b^
’
V
V
Gov. Bodwell be replaced. Mr. White While to her credit stands a million
is dead in Brooklyn at the age of 94. I
Legislature for a period of four jn the state they are scattered along and Mrs. Lillian Parent of Chester,
miles.
Mass.
SnmJaonhnAA.TtenXAVeri11 *
in^ is informed upon excellent authority
Mrs. Knox, who was known to hun- ; years instead of by popular vote as , as ]ate as 1907.
Salute the ship though burned to water's
dreds of old-time residents ol at present, and the duties would be ' The recent advancement of the
edge.
that it would cost $110,000 to build a
Stewards: Miss Nettie Britt. Ray- -'ards'ball ln the streets, and on the
Brooklyn as "Aunt Lucy.” played a ' jPaj of post auditing.
Free High School privileges and supShe did not fail nor wreck on sunken
THE MAY TERM
ledge.
mond Hoch, Leroy A. Chatto, Ralph j ™er X Onto th^river’X we™ modern boat and equip It with a
prominent part in the escape of Boss
....
has seemed t0 overshadow |
„
„
Henry Felton Huse.
Diesel
engine
for
this
route.
With
William M. Tweed to Cuba in 1875 | The reapportionment committee i academy development for a time, but
U. Clark. Mrs. Essie Day. Mrs. H. dethe Creek 60 yeTrs tgo
*
North Haven, Maine.
while the authorities^were
; Tuesday voted unanimously to re- I the flood of college admissions has Three Women Drawn For Rochemont, Mrs. Esther Dolliver,
We sit down upon a bench in the
the country for him. Railroad j
out a resolve calling for a con- , compelled all the higher institu
W. A. Ellingwood, Dr. H. V.
"A COAT OF COAL TAR"
Traverse Jury Service In Mrs.
WITH CONFIDENCE
stations were watched, as were the stjtutional amendment to provide ; tions of learning to check the appliTweedie, Mrs. A. W. Gregory, Miss park, and just soak up air and sun
piers where steamships left for1 for apportionment of...
.
i: cants
wu
shine, and think with Edgar Guest
state senators
by raising» the standard...
of ad
J
Alice
Hovey,
Mrs.
R.
Ingraham,
Mrs.
Superior Court
Recent Article By “Pardner" Arouses
foreign
countries,
and
with on a basis of population of the vari- j mjttance. so that any High School
M. Koster, Mrs. L. N. Littlehale, Mrs. that this is, “An Easy World.”
Central Maine, Reviewing Yakima, Wash. Man. — Transconti
world to live In II you choose
seemingly every avenue of escape cut ous counties. The basis would be: I diploma is not a passport to enter
; Minnie Miles, Mrs. Myra Dyer, Mrs. It's antoeasy
make It so;
off, Tweed escaped to Cuba on his Up to 30.000 population, one Sena- | any state college. A higher stand-| Associate Justice George L. Emery : a. E. Morton, Miss Nellie Murch, You never
Busy Year, Is Optimistic nental Felicitations
need to suffer, save the griefs I
yacht.
we all must know."
tor; 30.000 to 60,000. two Senators; j ard of a grade High School is re- of Biddeford will preside over the Mrs. H. J. Philbrook, Mrs. G. B. Or
Yakima, Wash., March 15.
About This One
It was not revealed until a few 60,000 to 120.000, three Senators; qUired.
; Mav terni of Knox County Superior cut|, Mrs. Shirley Rollins, Mrs. J. A. I Let us see what is going on around
Editor of The Courier-Gazette:—
years
ago
how
- just
, ,, this „happened.
...
over 120.000, four Senators. This, if
* reviving interest in the useful-. ‘ , .. ,
___ ,,
... . . . Stevens, Mrs. Ida Simmons, Miss us. Babies and dogs are out for
your issue of Jan. 20, you have
Central Maine Power Company in a In
Mrs. Kn°x carefully preserved
j adopted by a two-thirds vote of the j ness of these secondary or academic ) Court which convenes the
Minnie Smith, Mrs. H. A. Stanley, I their morning airings; the river is
story of “A Coat of Coal Tar," by
secret of his escape until a reporte. j Legislatuie would be submitted at : institutions to meet that condition j month. Incidentally it will be his Miss Burdelle Strout and Parker J free of ice; there goes a young man its annual report for 1930, reports “Capt. Tom,” as told to your corinterviewed her on her 88th birth a special referendum in September. is manifested by our educational first visit to this city in that ca- Worrey. Of these Leroy A. Chatto ; in a‘single scull doing “his bit;" and gross revenues for the year of i respondent "Pardner."
day. Then she told the story. Mrs.
is recording steward and secretary will you look at that! A girl with $7,411,404 as compared with $6,647,226 j wbo and where is "Pardner?" I
Knox hid Tweed in her house' until If approved by th* People, on the Ieaders. The State assists them by pacity.
the hue andVrv had died down and present population, it would give Ox- stipends, donations and tuition foi
of the quarterly conference, and i a fur-trimmed heavy winter coat on for the preceding fiscal period This ' am 80 far awaV be *s in no danger
those
women
are
among
the hue anci cry naa aiea aown.
{ord &nd Androscoggin each another normal courses.
out of the boat club, steps is an increase of $764,178 or 11 per i from tbe „exbosure;. ?s h® says he
drawn for traverse jury service The Mrs. H. J. Philbrook is communion! comes
it was from her own dock on Senator, bringing the total to 33 and
,
jauntily into a canoe, and goes
steward.
. 1
!was a schoolmate I would like to
Sheepshead Bay that the politician ending the fight Oxford has been
,
complete
list
follows:
_ a step farther ; Mrs ROsamond T. Cramer,
Local Preachers: J. L. Corson paddling off down river. Well, the cent over 1929. Net income for the j hear from him; also about “Capt
Why not Union? Go
stepped aboard his yacht to sail for
making on the second Senator from -^‘anaTtart* an academy that will I
Washington <L.D), H. A. Winchenbaugh.
water must be cold, and if she same period amounted to $2,062,830 j Tom” (Libby). Please give him my
Cuba and safety.
Hancock County.
1, fully take the place of- its —
■ ' Johl, B Crockett,
North Haven
Sunday School Superintendents: tipped over that coat might keep out representing an increase of $338,976 ! address, and tell him to write me.
High
Councillor successions on the basis School and that will offer such Mrs Arvilla B. Davis,
Vinalhaven Ler°y A Chatto, Mrs. H. deRoche- 1 the cold, but just a trifle cumber- compared with the previous year ' This town of 25000 people in the
LOOKING FOR THE CUP
of five two-year terms from 1933 to courses and be of such degrees of Edwin R. Edwards,
ne
. center of the state is the home of
Rockland mont and Mrs H- A- Stanley.
some when it comes to swimming. Th» ronnrt
1942 tasinenln
determined
for this
district
Rockland
President of Epworth League: Miss Personally, I prefer a boat to a canoe ■Die report states that 95 per cent th„ „big red apple,“ shipping about
Manager Amiro of Vinalhaven High orofirst veai"
Waldo
sec- ' efficiency that there n]ay be no need Henry M. de Rochemont
of the Company s power generation 50.000 carloads of produce,
Cushing Louise Dolliver.
—but then. I am no longer young.
School Team Admits That’s the are. Lincoln, firstthy®ar’aad df°'u^; of our young men and women going Irving A Fales
j ond; Hancock,
Camden
President of Ladies’ Aid: Mrs. Ida
In the foreground of the picture was from its hydro plants with a ! I thank you for the courtesy which
away to Kent’s Hill or Bucksport or , gtanley C. French,
Team’s Aim.
Knox fifth.
Warren Simmons.
down stream, is the Larz Anderson resultant saving in operating costs.
I know you will show me.
i Castine to further “prepare" to wiilard E. Hahn,
George F. Gerry.
RnrHanrt
President of W. F. M. S.: Mrs. Memorial Bridge, connecting CamPower Sales Gain 12 Percent
“We are looking for the cup,"
j teach, or to enter college, or finish i clifford a. Hamilton,
bridge and Brighton. On the Bright406 S 4th street.
WITH THE BOWLERS I their educational course.
writes Donald Amiro manager of the
Power sales as recorded In kilowatt
I Ernest E. Hastings,
Hope Edith H. Tweedie.
I By the time Mr. Gerry reads the
Vinalhaven High School baseball
No such institution nearby exists. ; wilmot D. Heald,
Camden i Trier of Appeals: George B. Orcutt. I on side of the river is the Harvard hours showed a consistent gain each
of Business Administration, month increasing 17.023,413 kilowatt above in this paper he will have re
team. “As we never lost a man last
The Pirates’ flag was still flying j union is central to the population of ! Mrs phoebe Kerswell,
St. George 1 Laymen’s Association: Ralph U. | School
Stadium and the Boat Club. hours over 1929, a gain of 12 percent. ceived a letter from "Pardner,” and
year, we have a veteran team, which at tbe conclusion of its match with several thousand, in nearby towns, | Robert Libby,
Thomaston Clark, Leroy A. Chatto, A. W. Greg the
Autos going and coming on the Practically all classes of customers if it does not open up the avenue for
is made up of fighters.
i tthe
he Boiler Makers Tuesday night. and good roads now radiate in all J Albert Mank,
Thomaston ory.
Director of Religious Education boulevard, horseback riders on the increased their consumption of elec some interesting correspondence we
“Our seasoned players are: White, The
___ totals
__
on both sides were below directions, and auto travel would | prank Marshall,
St. George
Young, Hopkins, Patrick, Lyford, normal, and Shute had high string Provide easy attendance from many George a. Martin,
Warren and Good Literature: Leroy A. bridle path. On the Cambridge side tricity over 1929 influenced largely, shall miss our guess.—Ed.1
of the river is tbe Cambridge Hos- the report says, due to the new type
Woodcock, Coombs, Shields, Middle- on 110. The summary:
i points heretofore wholly 'isolated | paimer B .Martin,
Union Chatto.
Directors of Social and Recre- pital, which means sickness, suffer- of residential and rural rates which YOUR FAVORITE POEM
ton. Swanson. Clifford, and Guil
The Pirates—Rockwell, 279; Meat- from such advantage.
! Charles J. Matthews,
Rockport
ford. It is not possible now to give ing. 279: Stockford. 292; Clarke, 263; | i commend this project to the en- i clarence H. Merrifield,
Rockland ational Life: Harold Whitehill and ing. and in many cases death. Be- automatically decrease as the use in
I yond, just showing above the tree- creases. Rates were reduced an ad
a list of candidates, because there arc , shute 276: total. 1389.
terprising ladies, and the public ! Fred Monroe,
If I had to live my life again I would
South Thomaston Mrs. H. A. Stanley.
Custodian of Deeds: Alvra W. tops is the tower on the hilltop in ditional 8 percent during 1930.
have made a rule to read some poetry
many coming out.”
»
! Boiler Makers—Willis, 266; Snow, spjrited citizens of Union, and to prani; w. Post,
Owl’s Head
and
listen to some music at least once
Gregory.
;
beautiful
Mount
Auburn
Cemetery,
Merchandise sales of household
281; Simmons , 259; Ames, 274; i those also of adjacent towns, for Edgar M. Ripley,
Appleton
The loss of these tastes Is a
Membership: R. U. Clark, Leroy A.! the "City of the Dead." When this appliances and wiring reached a alossweek.
Rockland Automobile Show, April , Brauit 275; total. 1355.
of happiness.—Charles Darwin.
their consideration at this, the op- Arthur L. Rogers,
Rockland
was consecrated 100 years new record, aggregating $1.502557,
1-4, Fireproof Garage.
36-40
« « » •
portune time, as an object that can ,
g. Salisbury,
Rockport Chatto. Mrs. Ida Simmons. Dr. H. V. cemetery
ON I.YNN TERRACE
Late bowling results: At Star be as easily attained as will be a new Guy c gheidon,
Camden Tweedie, Mrs. Esther Dolliver. “To ago the following poem was read on or a gain of 37 percent over the pre
ceding year. Gas merchandise and All day to watch the blue wave curl and
alleys
—
Repair
Gang
2152,
Machine
building
for
a
strictly
local
use.
Stephen
Smith,
Rockland assist the pastor in keeping the com- that occasion:
BARNEY TARVIS
break.
raise no shout, no trumpet sound. jobbing sales increased 26 percent for
Shop 2114; at Carr's—Dragons 1419,
Isle au Haut Plete membership record . . . and to "We
It might become the beginning ol Ellsworth Thomas,
All night to hear It plunging on the
WILL REOPEN HIS
No banner to the breeze we spread;
Forty Club No. 1 1394: Ford Motor an institution that would put Union ROiand r. Thompson,
Friendship Pa>’ especial attention to the con- Children
shore,—
ol' clay! bend humbly round:— the same period.
In this sea-dream such draughts of life
RESTAURANT
Co. 1387, Burpee Furniture 1353; on the map as one of the towns ol Harold w. Waldron,
Rockland servation of membership.”
We plant a city to the dead."
Adds Nine Towns
I take.
ON TILLSON AVENUE
Under Dogs 1392. Dragons 1364.
Vinalhaven
Music: Ralph U. Clark, Miss B.
the State noted for its park-kke Percy A. White,
To me there is nothing mournful
I cannot ask for more.
At the close of the year the Com
Strout,
Mrs.
H.
A.
Stanley.
“
Common.
”
its
scenery
and
its
edu
or sad about that cemetery, for it pany was serving 78,597 customers,
MARCH 30th
Religious Education: Leroy Chatto, does not mean the end, only the be an increase of 2833 over the year Behind me lie the Idle life and vain.
cational advantages.
37*lt
The task unfinished, and the weary
TEST YOUR ARITHMETIC
The town can further assist in its a higher grade of learning by the Mrs. de Rochemont, Mrs. William ginning.
previous. Nine new communities
hours;
Editor of The Courier-Gazette:—
Ellingwood, Mrs. Raymond Hoch and
That
long wave bears me softly back to
establishment, and r.ot risk in the starting of an academy right here.
Back of where I am sitting the received electric service as follows:
Spain
Two passengers have 400 pounds venture. It may be started with no
Knox is the only county in the Mrs. Shirley Rollins. "For giving grass is coming up and is like a love Albany, Bremen, Hanover, Hartford,
And
the Alhambra’s towers!
of baggage One pays $1.20 and the i Jarger outlay "of capital or equip- State without academy or college. general supervision to the work of ly green carpet. This is what Hope, Liberty, Newry , Searsmont
other pays $1.80 for excess baggage. | mfnt than a High Sch0ol needs; its Cali it a Gen. Knox Academy, or bv Religious Education in the local Thoreau wrote in his “Walden," and Sweden.
Once more I halt In Andalusian pass.
To list the mule-bells Jingling on the
If one passenger had the entire 400 management would be under the di- any other name, and plant the seed church."
about 85 years ago. "The grass
Industrial Development
height;
SATURDAY
pounds his excess charge would have rection of trustees, and its funds can of an institution, that generations Finances: Parker Worrey, G. B. Or flames up on the hillsides like a
Below,
against the dull esparto grass,
Touching upon its industrial pro
Opening at 9.00 A. M.
been $4.50. What is the weight of be transferred readily to town use if of unborn will in years to come, le cutt, George Gay, R. U. Clark, A. W spring fire,—as if the earth sent
The almonds glimmer white.
motional
work,
the
report
showed
free baggage for one passenger? it becomes desirable, without loss.
aided in their ambitions, and im- Gregory, A. E. Morton, J. A. Stevens, forth an inward heat to greet
Huge gateways, wrinkled, with rich
Answer and solution (if necessary)
“To consist of not less than three the returning sun; not yellow but that recorded in their consumption
Woolworth Building
By broadening it to an academy proved by its teachings.
grays and browns.
of
electric
energy,
such
basic
in

will be sent later.
Problem.
Invite my fancy, and I wander through
Let the lack of culture of our soil, members to prepare a budget, etc. green is the color of the flame;—the dustries as paper and pulp, metal
footing, it would be widening the
Vacant Store
The
gable-shadowed,
zigzag streets of
field for subscriptions or donations so much in evidence, be replaced by . . . including the items of minis- symbol of perpetual youth, the trades, cement and granite, showed
towns
Auspices R. H. S. Sophomores
Rockland Automobile Show. April or bequests, to all the world, and en- an opportunity for culture of the terial support.”
grass-blade,
like
a
long
green
rib

The
world
’
s
first
sailors
knew.
an increase over 1929 while other in
36-37
1-4, Fireproof Garage.
36-40
Benevolence: The pastor <ex offl- bon, streams from the sod into the dustries were only slightly under
__________________ _
able our lady advocates for greater mind, that will assist Union in reOr.
if
I
will,
from
out
this
thin sea-haze
taining its population, its former cio); Dr. H. V. Tweedie, Mrs. Essie summer, checked indeed by frost, but their 1929 consumption, and well
——■——■opportunities to realize their aims.
Low-lying cliffs of lovely Calais rise.
JX “XTeS^iirS1'^ aT- prestige, and a desirable asset for its Day, Mrs. H. M. de Rochemont, Mrs. anon pushing on again, lifting its above 1928, considered a normal Or yonder, with the pomp of olden days,
Venice salutes my eyes.
future.
; Lena Stevens. “It shall consist of spear of last year's hay with the year. Approximately 120 miles of
E. E. Light. ; at least five members with the pastor fresh life below. So our human life 110.000-volt transmission lines were Or some gaunt castle lures me up Its
»J tractiveness for the town can be
I as chairman ... to take care of the but dies down to its root, and still built, connecting Wyman Station
Z i proposed than the establishment of Union, March 23.
stair;
I see. far off. the red-tlled hamlets
puts forth its green blade to eternity.” with the Company’s system, and to
shine,
The Saunterer,
supply power to the new mill of the And catch, through sllt% of windows here
N. C. C. No. 2.
and there.
Maine Seaboard Paper Company at
Blue glimpses of the Rhine.
Somerville, Mass.
Bucksport. This line was built in 113
working days, or an average of better And now I linger In green English lanes.
A local traffic-light broke down than a mile of line a day.
By garden-plots of rose and heliotrope;
And now I face the sudden pelting rains
Friday morning, disrupting the egg
Rural Electrification
On some lone Alpine slope.
boiling schedule in all near-by apart
Nearly 800 additional farms were
ments. The recipe for soft-boiled calls electrified
at Tangier, among the packed
during the year, making Now bazaars,
for four red changes and three green. the total number of rural customers
I saunter, and the merchants at the
—Detroit News.
doors
now served some 11,000. The report
and entice me; here are Jewels
states the Company has increased its Smile,like
stars.
Rockland Automobile Show. April number of, rural services nearly 30
“He who whispers down a well,
And
curved
knives of the Moors.
1-4, Fireproof Garage.
36-40
percent
in
the
past
two
years.
Pro

About the goods he has (o sell,
of Damascus, strings of amber
vision was made for free insurance Clothsdates;
Will never glean the golden dollars
to every employe of 6 months or
What would Howadjl . . . silver, gold,
FRIDAY
or stone?
more of service.
Like him who climbs a tree and hollers."
Prone on the sun-scorched plain with
In
the
appendix
to
the
report,
ap

out the gates
IS A LUCKY DAY
peared this summary: “The way in
The camels make their moan.
which
Maine
weathered
the
de

ON SALE FRIDAY, MARCH 27
: : MORAL : :
this Is mine, as I lie dreaming here.
pression period indicates more clear All
•High on the windy terrace, day by
Ring the bell by advertising hammer and tongs
25 DOZ. HEAVY WHITE TURK
ly than ever the resources of the
day;
the children's laughter, sweet
ISH BATH TOWELS with Colored territory which the Company serves And mine
in The Courier-Gazette
and clear.
and
points
to
further
growth
and
de

Ringing across the bay.
Borders. Size 20x40. Weight 4
velopment, once the present tem
lbs to dozen. Price 19c each; or 3 porary relapse is over The manage For me the clouds; the ships sail by for
me;
ment views the outlook for the fufor 50c.
For me the petulant sea-gull takes
I ture confidently."
its flight;

SAUNTERINGS

RUMMAGE SALE

ROCKLAND’S

AutoShow

SOUND ADVICE

APRIL 1-4

FIREPROOF GARAGE

36-37

E. B. HASTINGS & CO.

Rockland Automobile Show. April
1-4, Fireproof Garage.
36-40

And mine the tender moonrise on the
sea.
And hollow coves of night!
—T B. Aldrich,
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High School Notes

Rockland, Me., March 26, 1931.
Personally appeared Frank S. Lyddle.
Who on oath declares that he Is Press
man in the office of The Courier-Gazette,
Leo Winchenbach presides with
and that of the Issue of this paper of
March 24 1931, there was printed a total ! dignity at the stenographer's desk
of 6271 copies.
W. H. BUTLER.
office this week.
Notary Public. I in Mr. Blaisdell's
* • • *

"Handsome is as Handsome dress
es. Dress up to the part you fill."
—says Gregory’s.

I DON

The Splendid

New

T THINK YOU

IlOVE. ME. ANYMORE.
For wc are made partakers of
Virginia Piper demonstrated the
HONEY/
Christ, if we hold the beginning of development of the chicken embryo
our confidence steadfast unto the for the biology classes Monday using
eggs showing the different stages of
tehd.—Hebrews 3:14.
incubation. It is interesting to note
)<
March and April temperatures in that it is not the girls in the biology
class who are inclined to be squeam
Eastern United States are usually ish.
S'
indicated by the January and Febru
Gwendolyn MacDonald presided at
ary temperatures in Winnipeg, ac
cording to Fred Groissmayr, German the High School assembly Tuesday
forenoon introducing Miss Ellen
meteorologist. Fifty years of weath Daley, superintendent of Knox Hos
last NIGHT AT THE
er records show that by multiplying pital who spoke on nursing as a pro
PARTY YOU
this excess over normal temperature fession. Miss Daley stressed the im
KEPT TALKING
nt Winnipeg by the factor 0.227, the mense advance in medical science
and practice brought about by war
O JIM SINKS
expected departure from normal and by the World War in particular.
temperatures in a group of eastern Before 1914 if a girl failed in school
United States cities can be obtained. and seemed to have no especial
I WAS
ASKING
This computation carried out indi ability she drifted into nursing. Now
the legal minimum requirement all
cates that the March-April tempera over the United States for applicants
HIM WHERE
tures will be 3.8 degrees above nor for the nurses training courses is one
HE GETS HlSl
mal. Dr. Brooks therefore expects a year in High School and the nurses'
GOOD LOOK IN GJ
associations
are
so
far
in
advance
of
warm March and April and an early
CLOTHES
the law as to require four years of
No one would ever
spring. Mr. Groissmayr explains this high school preparation.
HE
ALWAYS
GOES
To
correspondence
between
winter
Nursing distinctly is not an occu
guess that a coat which
Winnipeg temperatures and spring pation for a girl who does not really
eastern United States temperatures like to study and further, if any girl
GREGORYS
looks
so
expensive
now in the first years of high school
as being due to the lack of chilling of who has any idea of becoming a
YOU'D LOOK MUCH
air passing over the Lake States nurse and is at present taking com
could cost so little. The
HANDSOMER THAN
during a mild winter. Reports indi mercial subjects she would do well
JIM IT YOU'D CrO
new Knit-tex is a “lux
cate that this winter has been the to change at the earliest opportunity
™
'to the college course as the high
THERE. FOR THE.
most open season on The Great schoo, WQrk
sclence wou]d be Q{
ury" coat—marvelous
CLOTHES YOU NEED
Lakes ever recorded. Winds passing ! great assistance to her. High School
eastward are therefore likely to be chemistry, however, can not be sub.
ly soft, rich in finish,
warm as there is no great area of ice stituted for the chemistry of the
.
nurse s course as it is too elementary
smart in cut. Yet it out
to chill them.
but the jrfri who has had some
i chemistry before starting her trainThe campaign which was so ably , ing is not so likely to be bewildered
wears three average top
begun early in the winter by "ex- by the subject.
The qualifications necessary for
coats.
Senator Zelma M. Dwinal and others
success in nursing are too varied to
is found to have borne abundant be easily summed up but the one
fruit. Chief Engineer Sargent of the fundamental requirement is to like
Single or double breasted suits
State Highway Commission being the work. As to the choice of sthools.
Miss
Daley
said
there
are
many
ad

from the style shops of Worstedauthority for the statement that
vantages in taking training in a local
Tex are priced at $40.00. Great
Maine will expend more than institution. If a girl trains in her
$10,000,000 in new construction this home town her following is already
Satisfaction is always found in
year, with $3,265,000 additional for made for her among her friends and
416 MAIN ST. ROCKLAND
Worsted-Tex
clothes.
maintenance of the work already acquaintances and work is waiting
for her when she graduates. Besides
done. On the principle that no chain this, her period of training is much
Is stronger than*its weakest link it pleasanter than that of the nurse
may be said that no road work is who must find her recreations, while
the topic for discussion, Refrcshefficient if it includes an unsafe training, entirely among strangers.
CAMDEN
One of the marked advantages of
ments were served.
bridge or one that does not measure the nursing profession is that imme
Annual inspection in the Master
up to the capacity of the traffic, and diately upon graduation a nu-se is
Mrs. Charles E. Smith and grand Mason degree by Rt. Worshipful
in this connection it is interesting to entitled to the very same salary as son. Gerald Brown, have returned to d. D. G. m” Ralph Clark of Rockland
note {hat 75 new bridges are con one who has had years of experi Washington after a visit with Mrs. win be held on Friday evening. Supence. Indeed, some doctors prefer
templated by the State Highway recent graduates as they are trained Smith's daughter, Mrs. Fred B. Her- per wni be served at 6.30 o'clock
Clarence Thomas and Douglas
Commission's plans for this year. in the very latest, methods. There is rick.
Regular meeting of Camden Com- Norwood who have been surgical
Down this way we look with com also a field for the trained teacher mandery. Knights Templar was held patients at the Camden Community
placency upon the improvement in the teaching of nurses and many Tuesday evening. The Order of the Hospital, have returned to their
opportunities for further education
which is to be made between Rock- and advancement through special! Temple was worked by Em. Sir A. F. homes.
Beverage. Refreshments were served
Regular meeting of Megunticook
land and Woolwich on the one side zation, public health work and travel. after the work.
Grange on Wednesday evening
And the new bridge at Bucksport on Moreover, there is no profession bet
Mr. and Mrs. W. G. Stover of Lew
Mrs. Arthur Mullen will entertain
ter adapted to fit a girl for marriage iston were recent guests of Mr. and
the other.
the Friday Auction Club this week at
and the care of a family. The Mrs. Frank E. Morrow.
her home on Spring street.
nurses' allowance is sufficient to
Through the courtesy of the man
Those who have given recent study cover books, uniforms and a reason
Mrs. Alma Leo of Rockland has
agement of the Comique Theatre.
to the railroad situation have not able amount for recreation so that “Renegades," will be presented on been the guest of her daughte: Mrs.
found themselves especially envious the girl who takes a nurses' training Friday for the benefit of the Ameri- Harry Richards Park street
Mrs. Leo F. Strong has returned
of the corporations which are beset gives nothing but her time for her can Legion auxiliary. Tickets may
education and that one must give for be secured of Miss Helen Dougherty. from Malden. Mass., where she has
by tremendous cost and responsibility any form of education.
Mrs Frances Grindle or at Dough- been the guest of Mr. and Mrs. Fred
on the one hand, and the increasing
Miss Daley made an excellent im erty's store. Lady ushers will be in Walthers.
encroachment of the motor bus and pression. This is the first time in attendance. Be sure and attend and
The regular meeting of the Maiden
Cliff Rebekah Lodge was held on
the motor truck on the other. The years that any address of this sort help the worthy cause.
i on vocational opportunity for girls
Mrs. Arthur Ames will entertain Wednesday evening
annual report of the Boston & Maine has been given at a High School
the
Twilight Twelve Thursday eve
Railroad, made public Tuesday shows assembly and discussion among the
ning at her home on Harding avenue. Nilo’s Repair Shop, Spring street,
a net income last year of $5,727,530. pupils afterward showed that it was
A one-act play, “How the Story will be open Saturday nights here
8-tf
as compared with dividend require : appreciated.
Grew." was presented by the mem after.—adv.
bers of the First Parish Round Table
ments of $5,717,484 but the report
The grade classes in Manual
Rockland Automobile Show, April
on
hastens to explain that this was Training had the opportunity to see of the Congregational Church was
i 1-4, Fireproof Garage.
36-40
Wednesday evening. “Russia
accomplished only by dint of close the film on gasoline engines Tuesday ,
control over expenses, which pro- : and Wednesday,
duced an operating efficiency better
. «
than any previous record except one , The sophomore preliminary prize
.
,
..... ,
* .V. speaking contest is to take place
abnormal year. “We have met with
and Frlday afternoons 1
some success in specific cases in our ■ this week,
efforts to combat motor truck com• * * »
petition," says the report, “but it is
Nathalie Waldron, class president
apparent that the railroads are at a of 7-3 was chairman of the Junior [
serious disadvantage in attempting High assembly Wednesday. Eleanor
Hall gave a reading which was fol
to meet this competition because of lowed by an old fashioned “dialogue"
lack of adequate regulation of motor by Miles Sawyer, Charlotte Mattatall. and Margaret McBride, jokes by
vehicles.”
Carolyn Smith and a play written I
and directed by Charles Emery in
Hundreds of persons have paused which
these characters appeared:
in front of the Security Trust Co.'s Mother. Gwendolyn Rubenstein; |
quarters this week to view the pic father. Edwin Knight; Maud, the
ture of the reconditioned navy sub- maid. Geneva Hooper: son. Miles |
marine Nautilus, and to marvel at | Mattatall;
•
riallB
,ht„ Mal
.Mrpt. Mc
M._
daughter,
Margaret
the temerity of Sir'Hubert Wilkins Bride, agent, Milton Gamage. The
who plans to explore the Arctic in closing number was a reading by Ella
that manner. Few men living today ! Simmons of 8-3.
are so well versed with Arctic prob
EAST FRIENDSHIP
lems and Arctic exploration as Com
mander Donald B. MacMillan and in
The snow is fast disappearing,
a recent lecture at Williams College
he ridiculed Wilkins' idea of reaching roads being in good condition for
this time of year. Robins are sing
the North Pole in a submarine. His ing and it sounds as if spring was
study of conditions shows the idea here. Hatching chickens and clean
ing house are timely topics of con
to be highly impractical.
versation.
A. W. Morton has purchased a new
Democracy's invasion of Penob
Ford truck
through Waldoboro
scot County was apparently not of a Garage.
serious or lasting character—not as
Frank Miller is confined to the '
shown by the subsequent municipal i house with the flu.
elections anyhow.
Bangor and ! Mr. and Mrs. Rodney Davis of
Brewer gave their accustomed Re Port Clyde have been at Miss Emma
Davis’ for a few days, called here by .
publican majorities, while in Old thc death of c w Wotton.
Town Monday Mayor Buzzell. Re» » • »
publican was re-elected by a very'
Charles AV. Wotton
substantial majority.
Penobscot's
Death again claimed one of this;
political seismograph may occasion town's oldest citizens when Charles
ally register a slight disturbance but W. Wotton died very suddenly Sun
loyalty to the Republican party Is day afternoon at the age of 72 years.
He had been in ill health for the last
proof against it.
few years and was almost blind. A
kindly and respected citizen, he will
Once before we thought the steam be greatly missed. He was educated
AMAZING
er Gov. Bodwell had ended her in the common schools of this place,
FEATURES
career, but skilled wreckers rescued and served his town well in the hold
her from her ocean bed, and she was ing of public office, as selectman,
assessor, town clerk and school
•
able to continue her days of useful supervisor. About 11 years ago he
ness. This time it is her valedictory had the misfortune to lose his home
COME IN-NOW!
which has been written, and like oth which was destroyed by fire, and
er blessings which “brighten as they Since had made his home with his
take their flight" everybody sudden cousin Miss Emma Davis at Wads
MADE BY THE MAKERS
worth Point. Funeral services were
ly realizes what a friend in need^sne be,d Wednesday afternoon at the
OF MAJESTIC RADIO
was. And that sentiment is en- ' Advent Church at the village, Rev.
hanccd by the knowledge that it is Mr. Timberlake officiating. Burial
so difficult to find her successor.
! was at the village cemetery. His sur! viving relatives are several cousins.
Authorized Dealers for Majestic Products
All work and no play makes jack
Rockland Automobile Show. April
NEXT TO FORD AGENCY
ROCKLAND
fdr the nerve specialists—Harris
i 1-4, Fireproof Garage.
36-40
burg News.

Knit-Tex

Gregory’s

ELECTRIC

REFRIGERATOR
Now Being
Demonstrated

HOUSE-SHERMAN, Inc.

Ken White Tells of Hono
lulu; Mr. MacDonald of
Dead Lions
King Lion Ralph E. Nutt added to
the popularity of his administration
yesterday by inaugurating a series of
five to ten minute talks in which
each member will describe some in
teresting event in his life. It re
mained for the youngest and most
daring Lion—to start the ball a-rolling. and this was so excellently done
by Kenneth V. White that the others
are looking a bit flustered as their
turn di^ws near.
White, as almost everybody knows,
or should, was assistant .bandmaster
on the U.SB. Mississippi. He was
among the members drafted by Sec
retary Daniels to play at the dedica
tion of a dry dock in Honolulu and
was temporarily transferred to U.S.S.
New York to make the trip. The
tragedy which co6t the life of a sailor
in one of the turrets, was a sadden
ing feature, but in Honolulu the new
comers found much to occupy their
attention—bathing at Waikiki Beach,
which gave Ken a never to be for
gotten sunburn; the golf course in
the crater of an extinct volcano- the
active volcano at Hilo, into the heart
of which the intrepid Rockland ,
musician gazed; cocoanut milk—oh. I
yes there were lots of interesting
things.
And yet the delegation from the !
Mississippi was delighted to rejoin
their ship, for theiF treatment on the
New York had not been too cordial. I
and they were overjoyed at the won
derful reception they got.
"A living God is better than a i
dead Lion" was the appropriate text
selected by Rev. J. C. MacDonald for
one of the best addresses the club
has ever heard, not even excepting
Judge Pinansky's.

FULLER-COBB-DAVIS

Be An ArtisV
foi'j’lyowyet

.

BASEMENT DEPARTMENT

<7his Aluminum^SPRING APART CakePan
^Decorator

Rayon Bloomers
Fine non-run Bloomers, pink and peach, five sizes, in
cluding extra large. A new lot at a new price, 38c pair.

Lace trimmed Rayon Lingerie, Bloomers, Panties,
Step-ins and Chemises, 50c, 78c, 1.00.

Wide range of patterns

Auto Slip Covers, made for all makes of
cars. These are tailored to yoUr car, and
are sure to fit. Come in and see them.
The prices are right!

Tubed and flat insets make this a
2 in 1 pan. 4 tip decorator makea
all sorts of clever designs.

Pitino

The Finest Aluminum

Silk Hosiery
All silk light service weight. Fine gauge, full fashioned, high spliced heel, mer
cerized double top, toe and sole. Popular colors, 88c pair.

Stevens Crash

All linen, bleached, colored borders, 4 yard lengths; 20c yard.
The speaker deprecated that class
of people which never shows appre
Large size Bath Towels, 22x44 in. heavy, with colored borders; pink, blue, green,
ciation, and which ever sees the
weaknesses of other people. In the
gold; 5 for LOO.
latter class is the man who has in his
own heart what he sees in those who
Special lot of 42x36 Pillow Slips. Very good grade ; 5 for 1.00.
have such weaknesses or failures.
Mr. MacDonald illustrated his
point with the story of the woman
who through her window beheld the
neighbor's wash on the line—dirty
and streaked she thought, but wiping
the window for a better view she saw
that the wash was pure white, and j
that her own window had been at
fault.
The living Lion is someone who
Union Saturday at Mrs. Lizzie Hawes'. afternoon with Mrs. Earl Mlliay an
BURKETTV1LLE
shows sympathy for the other fellow
Mrs. Mary Turner spent Saturday Sunday at Mrs. Leila Turner's.
and helps him; the dead Lion is the
Schools opened Monday with the
person without courage. Physical
courage is a wonderful thing to! same teachers.
have, the courage which sees •Perley Hatch returned Monday to
dangers but because of duty faces' Waldoboro.
Truman Brown is stopping at
them boldly. The danger is to “slip
with the crowd" rather than stand Charles Grinnell's.
Ralph Light was in Waldoboro
alone for principle. The living Lion
is not controlled bv those about him: : Monday.
he is the one with the moral courMabel Robbins, Barbara Turner and
age, willing to give himself in serv- Donald and Water Calderwood are
ice.
1 all improving from the whooping
It is one thing to be patriotic when cough.
the band is playing, the flags are
Mrs. Robert E.-'ncy and children
flying and the men are marching, spent Sunday at John Simmons'.
Miss Hamilton of Washington was
but it is another to be patriotic in
time of peace. Illustrating this point a caller at Minnie Light's recently.
Mrs. Ella Grinnell and Mrs. Gladys
Mr. MacDonald told of the marcher
who stepped out of line and knocked Linsoott attended a training class in,
the hat from a man who had failed
to remove it when the colors passed. ;
“Patriotic? Yes,” said the speaker. '
“but the very next dav this same j
marcher was seen reeling through
the streets intoxicated. He was just
as untrue to the flag as though he
had trampled upon it, because he
was violating one of the laws."
Have we learned the lesson taught ;
bv the men who lie in Flanders
Field? Mr. MacDonald answered his
question by reading eloquently that
immortal w’ar poem.
The Lions Club had one guest yes- :
terday, Elmer B. Crockett.

FULLER-COBB-DAVIS

tfwWd

1 hatsh
BY

BURPEE & LAMB

LEONARD’S 50TH ANNIVERSARY CONTRIBUTION TO THE AMERICAN HOM2

The Waldoboro Lions
There was nearly a 100 per cent
attendance of the Waldoboro Lions
Club last night, together with three
guests from the Rockland Club who
confess to a feeling of wonderment
as to how anybody can make such
a good clam chowder as they serve
at Stahl’s Tavern, the cosy meeting
place of the Waldoboro Club. The |
radio was turned on long enough to j
hear a portion of the Camden-Rock- j
port Lions Club broadcast from
WLBZ.
The speaker of the evening was I
Rev. George H. Welch, pastor of the
Universalist Church in Rockland,
who, while speaking under the
handicap of a heavy cold was able
to give an eloquent presentation of his
lecture on “Materialism.”
The speaker quoted the six words j
by which Joseph Conrad wrote the'
history of the world—"They lived,
they suffered, they died.” To this
might be added: “They had a little
pleasure."
It is called a materialistic age because
It is an age of science. People have
been running up blind alleys, trying
to find a life that is more abundant.
We are constantly comparing our
day with the Golden Age gone by, I
but we wouldn’t willingly go back to
that era.
Two weeks from last night the Wal- !
doboro Lions are to have a ladies'
night

AV. C. KENNISTON
Wilbur C. Kenniston died March
19 after being confined to his bed
eight months. He is survived by his
wife, who tenderly-cared for him; a
sister, Mrs. J. H. Stover with whom
they have lived for more than
two years; and a brother, L. H. Ken
niston of Cambridge, Mass. He had
long been a member of the Rockland
Lodge, I.O.O.F., which conducted its
ritua lservice at the funeral In
terment was in the family lot at
Achorn cemetery. The floral tributes
were very beautiful.
AV. S. HARVEY

“Colonel" Walter Scott Harvey,
former Portland hotel man and a
resident of San Francisco since 1916.
died March 18 at his home, 85 Pied
mont street, after a short illness. He
was a native of Rockland, Me., but
had spent most of his life in the
West. Co!. Harvey is survived by his
wife, Ida Harvey; and three children.
James W. Harvey. Clarissa Wilson
and Mrs. Richard Abel.
And the
wants to
Italy, he'd
important
judge.

next time General Butl°r
talk about somebody in
better pick out some un
person like the king-

Gme
and learn about these advantages that mean

Best Service, Greatest Convenience

and Economy, in the new

LEONARD (Ufc
1C
WITH

CERTIFIED

through the marvelous
LEONARD

CHILLOMETER
What kind of refrigerator would you
like? One with lots of ice cubes? Leon
ard Electric gives you 42 at one fast
freezing. One with controlled, speedy
cold fordesserts andsalads? That's what
Leonard's Chillometer is for. Plenty of
room inside? Here's capacity for a fam
ily of 5, and a larger model for families
of 7 or 8. Do you want cleanliness?
Leonard’s baked-on outer finish is
glassy-smooth, Leonard's inner cham

REFRIGERATION
ber is oft purest porcelain with dirtrepelling; rounded corners, "clean as a
china dish.” Do you want such fea
tures as a flexible rubber icc cube tray
—an automatic coil defroster—beauti
ful hardware—a quiet, dependable
refrigerating unit? Leonard has all that,
and thousands of women call Leonard's
16-year-tested unit the quietest and
finest ever built. Do you want to add
moderate price to your list? You can
even do that, for Leonard's price is
unchallenged! Examine this product of
50 years of home refrigerator experi
ence, and your buying instincts will
tell you that here’s your refrigerator!
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TALK OF THE TOWN
COMING NEIGHBORHOOD EVENTS
March 29—Palm Sunday.
April 1-4—Rockland's Sixth Automo
bile Show at Fireproof Garage.
April 3 (3 to 9.30 p. m.)—Educational
Club meeting. Copper Kettle Porch.
April 5—Easter Sunday.
April 10—Bird Day.
April 14—Chapin Class card party at
the home of Mrs. Anne Haskell, Ocean
street.

This is a typical Ntarch day: Tem
perature 35 above; cloudy and brisk
northeast wind. We are walking in
slush, while yesterday we were berat
ing the dust. In Warren still some
drifts above the car tops.

King Solomon's Temple Chapter
has work on the past master's de
gree tonight. Refreshments

George E. McLaughlin of Walker
place has had a telephone installed
in his residence. The call is 42-MK
Kenneth V. White will direct the
Rockland Band in a concert at
Strand Theatre Sunday afternoon.
H. P. Blodgett was in Boothbay
Harbor Monday, Bucksport Tuesday
and Augusta Wednesday on business.

Chimney fires at the Legion hall
and George P. Hart's residence and
a grass fire on Maverick street kept
the department fairly busy Tuesday.
The district committee of thc Boy
Scouts of America met at the
Chamber of Commerce rooms Mon.
day evening to discuss plans for the
summer camp.

In the last edition of the “Studebaker Wheel" is noted a picture of
a local boy, Richard Karl, 10-yearold son of Mr. and Mrs. Donald Karl
of Granite street.

The L.T.L. will meet Friday after
noon directly after school. The new
honor roll will be displayed and parts
for the playlet A New Alice in Won
derland will be given out.
The Medal Speaking contests for
the silver medals offered by the W. C.
T. U. between Grades Seven and
Eight, and the pupils of Grades Five
and Six, will be held at the Junior
High assembly April 8.
Mike Armata is cutting down sev
eral of the trees on his premises,
corner Brewster and Cedar streets,
thus giving more open spaces to the
estate, which will be fenced to cor
respond to the Cedar and Warren
street sides.

“The Duties and Problems of a
Country Judge” was the subject of
Col. Walter H. Butler's address
before the Camden Rotary Club
Tuesday. His audience gave closest
attention as he outlined some of thc
troubles which afflict the Court.
The Democratic State Committee,
plus other party leaders met in
Hallowell Tuesday and made ar
rangements for celebrating Jefferson
Day. April 16. Among the speakers
were former U. S. Senator Obadiah
Gardner and Mayor Richardson of
this city.
»

An Associated Press despatch from
New York has this to say about our
well known Camden author: "Frank
Merriwell, thriller of many a boy, is
about to go into the movies, it seems.
The supreme court has to decide
first who is going to collect on him.
Gilbert Patten, creator of the fic
tional hero, wants to be adjudged
owner of the movie rights. Harrison
H. Wentworth claims he bought the
rights from Patten in 1928 Patter.,
you recall, is none other than Burt
L. Standish.

Wilbur F. Senter, one of the pro
prietors of the Senter Crane store
in this city, is associated with Nor
man Smith of Brunswick in the puw
chase of the stock, equipment and
good will of the Baxter Paper Box
Co. The factory will be reopened
under the name of Brunswick Box
Shop in the near future. The new
firm plans to continue the manufac
ture of high grade paper boxes, a
business carried on for many years
by the Baxter Paper Box Co. The
plant was closed Dec. 1, 1930.

The Curtiss-Wrignt Flying Service
has resumed its island service—on
call. The big Loening plane is being
used, with Capt. Wincapaw at the
stick.

Steamer Vinalhaven, successor to
the late lamented Gov. Bodwell is
on regular schedule, arriving here at
10 a. m. and leaving for the islands
at 1.30.

Rear Admiral C. P. Plunkett who
died yesterday was recently presi
dent of thc Naval Trial Board and
had visited this city on sever?] occa
sions.

A popular program will be offered
by the Rockland Band Sunday at its
concert in Strand Theatre. The pro
gram will appear in Saturday's issue.

apr.il

Hand Pressing Means Long Life To YotfT
Clothes

All Our Work Is Guaranteed, Or Money

THE MEN S SHOP
STREET

ROCKLAND,

MF.

GREEN STAMPS

S. & 11

READY FOR EASTER

ROCKLAND

FRIDAY MORNING

NEW EASTER GLOVES

New Spring and Summer Goods Are In
SLIPS, BLOOMERS, COMBINATION
VESTS AND PAJAMAS

59c, 98c and 1.25 pair

WASHABLE KID GLOVES
2.25 pair

fliumning Tfyra
L35 pair

BLOOMERS AND PANTIES

59c each; 2 for $1.00

HUMMING BIRD CHIFFON HOSE

SPECIAL NOTICE!

1.00 pair

New Underarm and Hand Bags, 2.85,4.89

HUMMING BIRD

EASTER SCARFS

1.00 pair

1.00,1.59,1.89,2.89

Sherwin-Willia ms

The R. & R, Relief
Association

-W

S

ENAMELOID

POULTRY WANTED

ENAIAtLOlO

TIMELY JUGGEJTIONT

FlMERALSERVICt
► EMBALMING-4
MOTOR AMBULANCi
Since 1840 this firm has faithfully
served the families of Knox County
LADY ATTENDANT
Day Tel. 456
781-1

BURPEE’S

SWP
HOUSE PAINT

The world’s greatest house paint
value. Covers more surface per gal
lon. Costs less on your house. Wears
much longer^ than “cheaper” paint.
Regular colors.
o on
Per Gallon . . .
J.Ju

Sherwin-Williams

Sher win- Willia ms

MAR-NOT

SEMI-LUSTRE

Fait-Dri

Water - resisting durable varnish,
keeps floors beautiful in the busiest
home.
Per Quart
, 1.Z.J

An interior paint with the hard
drying and washable qualities of
enamel. Dries with half-enamel
gloss.
Per Quart .
. . 90c

Sherwin-Williams

ROCKLAND, ME.

FLOOR ENAMEL
Rapid Drying

POULTRY MEN
ATTENTION!
We Want Your

LIVE POULTRY
And Will Pay Highest Market
Price
Call or write and trucks will call.
COHEN BROS.
Care CHARLES MeKELLAR
WARREN, ME.

GLADDEN the DAY with
Delicious SWEETS.............

Telephone Warren 2-3

Reference: Any poultry raiser
109-tf -

Another one of those pleasant occasions . . .
Easter . . . for giving holiday sweets to your
wife, mother, sweetheart, or sister. An Apollo
gift box will be especially appreciated. And
where there ate children, there should surely
be some pure, wholesome candies about the
house.
Again, any one of Apollo’s assort
ments will be most suitable.

Why Buffer tertur»e from Rheu
matism, Sciatica, Neuritis, Muscu
lar Lameness, Sprain, and Bruises
when

METHYL BALM
will bring almost instant relief?

A scientifically compounded ex
ternal application that should be
in every home. Sold only at

Johnston’s Drug Store
• '*** , J

73 PARK ST.
ROCKLAND
Sent Poet Paid on receipt of price
76 cents

SPECIAL EASTER BOXES

DR. ETHEL CRIE
Osteopathic Physician

And a Great Variety of Chocolate Eggs,
Bunnies, Easter Baskets

MAIN STREET,
THOMASTON
Office Phone 136—Residence 83
Free Children's Clinic 9.00 to 10.00
Every Saturday Morning
23-tI

CHISHOLM BROS.
438 Main Street

Rockland

A beautiful enamel finish for wood,
concrete or worn, linoleum floors.
Gives excellent service under hard
foot weai.
Per Quart . ,
,
95c

Beginning April 1, 1931

$1.50 Value for 89c
Sherwin-Williams ENAMELOID
We make this special trial offer to
prove to you that Sherwin-Williams
Enameloid is a perfectly balanced,
rapid-drying varnish enamel. Brushes
out freely. Dries rapidly without loss
of color, beauty, luster or durability.
For beautifying furniture, woodwork,

toys, bric-a-brac,
tiful colors.

SPECIAL

(fhoice of 16 beau-

TRIAL

OFFER

Pint can of genuine Enameloid, any
color, and a rubber-set brush, a $1.50
value for only 89c.

Mtt

$1.00, $1.25, $1.50, $2.00

DR. MARY E. REUTER
Osteopathic Physician

484 Main Street

Rack
P1RK

We Give

DEPARTMENT STORE
410-412 Main Street
ROCKLAND. MAINE

ROUND TRIP

Rockland Automobile Show’. April
1-4, Fireproof Garage.
36-40
HE DO IT AND SAVE YOU MONEY
OUR SPECIAL LOW PRICES
SUITS, PRESSED. 65c

IMONTON’

Eliminations for the Sophomore
prize speaking contest will be held
today and Friday. Twenty students
from the class of 125 have been
chosen for this preliminary contest
From this number ten are to be
chosen to speak at the Sophomore
from
contest which is to be held April 10.
The judges are Principal Joseph
Blaisdell, Miss Marion Norton and
One of the new “mound” or
Miss Ina Hunter of the faculty. The
“mushroom" traffic signals has been
Return Limit April 7
speakers scheduled for today are:
installed at the foot of Limerock
Bernadette Snow, “Prince of Court
street, and a sister to it will be in
Phene 92 for details
Painters;” Mildred Sweeney, “A
stalled at the head of Tillson avenue.
Model Letter to a Friend;" Everett
37-39
In Washable Fabrics. All colors
The work is being done by the Cen
Frohock, "Ballad of the Clamptral Maine, lor tne city.
MAINE
hordown;” Bernard Freeman, “I Am
An American;” Helen Rubenstein,
CRentral
ailroad
“The Highwayman;” Robert Allen,
Mrs. Thurlow’s ice cream parlors,
“Unknown;" Lawrence Crane, "The
well known local institution conduct
Better Goods—Any Price You Wish
ed for several years past by Mr. and
Black Horse and His Rider:” Eliza
Mrs. Charles A. Mitchell will be
H. B. Bird has been attending the | beth Clark, “Prince of Illusion;”
carried on along the same lines by meetings of the Maine Canners'1 Carol Gardner, “Rivers of Stars;”
Mrs. Mitchell with special attention Association in Orono this week.
Mary Ginn, “Blue Roses” Those
to the luncheon department.
speaking Friday are: Walter Staples,
A New Lot of
Mrs. Frank W. Marden of Win- “Don't Die on Third;" Carl Phil- j
brook,
"Toussaint
L
’
Overture;"
Mary
i
About 40 are expected to be present i Chester, Mass., arrived today to be
at the Orange and Black tonight at the guest of Mr. and Mrs. H. O. Stockbridge, “Penrod's Busy Day;”'
Full Fashioned. Formerly high priced. These are three out
25 dozen; 1.00 value; for—
Frank Pietroski, "Gunga Din;” Mer
the first annual banquet of the Gurdy.
standing numbers; try a pair and see for yourself; guaranteed
ton Sumner, “Lindberg's Flight;”
Stoole-Late Club. The time is 7.15.
numbers; no seconds.
Manager Grotton has given the Ciub
The regular meeting of Golden Rod Dorothy Spofford, “Stealing Cleo
the exclusive use of the Cabaret. Chapter, O.ES., will be held Friday- patra's Stuff;” Shirley Barbour,
All Firsts. Outstanding Value
Each member is entitled to one evening with supper at 6. There will “Memoirs of a Yellow Dog;” Velzora
Look, “Ashes of Roses;” Guilford
guest. A few tickets remain unsold. be work.
Bradbury, “Humoresque;"
Alden
There are to be several speakers and
Full Fashioned
Johnston, “An Imaginary Invalid.”
guests of honor and the club poet
Special Line
has prepared two new poems for the , Plans for the annual spring sale
i of the Winslow-Holbrook auxiliary
occasion.
i April 18 are rapidly maturing. ChairPORT CLYDE
i men have been appointed for the
Arthui- L. Orne, insurance broker, I various booths: Miscellaneous, Mrs.
A silver tea was held in the library
has returned from a seven weeks’ Elizabeth Barton and Mrs. Hazel Wednesday afternoon by the ladies
stay at the Clifton Springs Sani Haskell; grabs, Mrs. Susie Lamb; of the Baptist Sewing Circle.
Service Weight Full Fashioned Hose
tarium, where such a transforma aprons, Mrs. Ella Hyland; candy,
Any color you desire, to wear with suit or coat. PricedMrs. Clifton Morse entertained the
tion has been effected that his Mrs. Corinne Edwards. Mrs. Mary Willing Workers Tuesday evening at
friends are amazed and delighted. Haskell and Mrs. Julia Huntley will her home.
Mr. Orne has gained nearly 20 have charge of the baby show.
Mr. and Mrs. Clifton Marshall of
pounds during his stay at the institu
Rockland visited here Monday.
tion, and has benefited in every wav,
Writes a correspondent: “The
Rev. John Holman who has been a
?
with the assurance that there will hammering of the woodpecker, the guest of Forrest Davis the past two i^zjHjazraraiBja'ajararaftfararar>'ai2iai2ranizJBJH^ F. J. SIMONTON CO. rzrazitJZJZJHrerare irajaRfZjafafRrefsjEjr.-,
be no recurrence of the malady from bluebird’s note, the caw, caw of the weeks returned to his home in
which he was afflicted. Mr. Orne is crow and the songs of other birds are Marblehead-, Mass., Monday. Mr.
Just think of the terrble depression when times get better and the un- i Jobs.—Nashville Southern Lumberdevoting a portion of each day at his welcome sounds these early morning Holman has conducted the services
BORN
desk, being advised to take up his hours. What care we if they do in the A. C. Church during his stay PEABODY—At Appleton. March 12, to there will be in the apple business employed go back to their regular j man.
Mr and Mrs. Quincy Peabody, a son,
work gradually.
awaken us, their notes are prefer here. He was pastor of this church
Frederick Earle.
able to the cock-a-doodle-doo of the several years and it is hoped that he
barn
vard
fowl,
or
yowling
of
cats
on
DIED
During the week of April 6 Strand
will return to this field.
HARVEY—At San Francisco. March 18.
and Park theatres, in conjunction the back fences, or the barking of
* • • •
Col. Walter Scott Harvey, a native of
with 2500 other theatres throughout dogs, through the midnight hours.”
Rockland. Me.
Davis-Grindle
the entire country, will participate
BURNS
—At Portland. March 23. Elsie
A pretty wedding took place March
in the "Players and Patrons' Jubilee
(Mitchell), wife of Lewis Burns, for
The stage is all set for the auto
21
at
the
home
of
Mr.
and
Mrs
For

merly
of Friendship.
Week.” Big shows, with special add mobile show next week which promises
ed attractions, are to be features of to be an affair of extraordinary merit. rest R. Davis when their son Theo YEYKEL—At Rockland. March 24. Carrie
M.. wife of James Yeykel. aged 79
this week, made possible by the All the leading makers will display dore and Miss Ruth M. Grindle were
years.
combined efforts of the chief execu their new models and there will be united in marriage. Rev. John
Holman
of
Marblehead,
Mass.,
offi

tives of leading entertainment enter the usual line of tires, accessories, etc.
prises in the country. Some pleas Gifts will be presented this year to ciated using the single ring service.
ant surprises are in store for the a value in excess of $800 with Friday Miss Charlena Grindle. sister of the
“Specif, Sh«rwin-Wil
herwin
illiams
atre-goers of Rockland in the line night as a big headliner when a com bride, was bridesmaid and Sidney
liam! paint and engage
Andrews
was
best
man.
The
wed

of special entertainment which will plete electric radio set will be given
I good painter.”
be announced shortly in this paper.
away. The big show opens Wednes ding march was played by Mrs. Wal
day night, April 1, and continues ter Simmons. The ceremony was |
performed beneath a beautiful arch I
MEETS MONDAY
. A miniature edition of the Press through Saturday, aiternoon and bf evergreen and roses.
RAPID DRYING
•I
Herald, showing clever pen work on evening, at Fireproof Garage.
The bride was charming in a white
at 7.00 P. M.
the part of Arthur Smith, was being
silk lace dress and veil and carried a
THE ENAMEL OF A THOUSAND AND ONE USES
at the
read with much interest around The
Do you oppose or lavor overthrow large bouquet of roses. Thc brides
Brook yesterday. The front page of government by violence and propa- maid was attractively gowned in a
Northern! Dispensary
“screamer” was devoted to Arthur’s ' ganda? Communism? Diplomatic printed silk voile. A reception fol
One pint can Enameloid
Even an amateur can produce a fine lustrous
daddy, Austin W. Smith of the W. and commercial intercourse or non lowed the ceremony and a large wed
A.
P.
Chapman,
President
any color, and one gen
H. Glover Co.'s staff, the top line intercourse with Russia? Atheism or ding cake was cut by the bride. The
job on furniture and toys with S-W Rapid
37-38
reading: "Thousands flee to homes Religion? Anarchism or adequate presents were many and beautiful
uine Rubber Set Brash.
Drying Decorative Enameloid. Brush-marks
as Smith learns to drive Durant.” national defense? Restriction of im- consisting of silver, linen, and china. I
^WIN-WILLI^\
Regular $1.50 value for
level out to a finish smooth as glass and just
The portrait of Daddy Smith shows 1 migration or wide-open doors? Pro among them a purse of gold present that the artist took some liberties. tection of thc family and home, or its ed by the Chevrolet Co. in Rockland
only
Products
as easy to wash and keep clean. Enameloid’s
What where Mr. Davis is employed as a I
The news stories were at the expense division and destruction?
rapid drying makes it convenient to use.
of Cy Norton, Chisholm Bros., Wil ■ about Mrs. Anna Tillinghast’s atti salesman.
Large or Small Lots
lis Ayer, William A. Glover, Harry tude as Massachusett's immigration
About a hundred guests were pres
. Bathroom and kitchen woodwork is specially
French, W. H. Spear and two local state official toward deportation of ent among them being the parents ol i
CALLED FOR
the Reds illegally in our country? the bride. Mr. and Mrs. Charles [
newspaper men.
We
are
in
Waldoboro
the
first
two
attractive in Enameldid. Dirt can’t penetrate
How about individual freedom of Grindle of Stonington, Thc couple
days of each week and all week of
its
rich glossy film and it is easy to keep these
Steamship tickets to all parts of speech to thc press? These are open spent their honeymoon in Southwest
March 23-28.
the world. We attend to all details debate subjects for afternoon discus Harbor. They will make their home
rooms
dean, attractive and sanitary. Thc
including passport and visa. Phone sion April 3 at the Educational Club in Rockland and the best wishes of
Tel. Waldoboro 39
children’s toys finished in Enameloid are as
675 for details. Robert & Veazie, meeting. Each team member is their many friends will follow them
MEDOMAK HOUSE
Inc., Masonic Temple. M. F. Love asked to report as to her dollar con to their new home.
good as new again.
tribution to work or money in con
joy, Mgr.
36-tf
nection with thc drive.
The paper says at present you can
Mass. Live Poultry Co.
i buy$1.25 worth of anything for a dol
27-39
The Sophomores are holding a
Rockland Automobile Show, April lar, but the catch in it is you have to
rummage sale Saturday in the vacant
36-40 ' have the dollar.—Macon Telegraph..
store in the Woolworth block.—adv. • 1-4, Fireproof Gaiage.

Pilot Hazen Bean until recently
attached to the Rockland Airport,
crashed in Brighton, Mass. Tuesday,
but the shock was greater for the
many spectators than it was for him
self. He landed right side up, as
usual.

The resignation of Fred W. Wight,
as assistant director of the Bureau of
the Budget, as noted in Tuesday’s
issue of this paper is to take effect
at the close of business May 31. In
his letter to Col. J. Clawson Roop,
director, announcing his retirement,
Mr. Wight said: “In terminating my
service in this Bureau I wish to
thank you' for the polite considera
tion and the many courtesies extend
ed to me by you during our associa
tion in the Bureau.” Mr. Wight has
made no plans for the future, but
friends here in his home city hope
that whatever they are it will mean
a renewal of closer relationship to
home affairs.

Now is the time to have your quilts
and blankets washed. Call The Peo
ple's Laundry, Limerock street. Tel, J
170—adv.
964S"

We Give
GOLD EOND
STAMPS

3^4
$7.21

“A Bibliography of Maine Imprints
to 1820" is the title of a 185 page :
volume issued by R. Webb Noyes. M. 1
S„ head of the documents section of
the University of Michigan library,
and for sale at 520 East Jefferson
street, Ann Arbor, Mich. It aims to
list everything bearing a Maine im
print before the period of statehood,
that is in the District of Maine. 17851820. Shows locations of copies in
New England, New York City, Wash
ington, D. C. (Library of Congress),.
California
(Huntington
library),
abroad (British museum), and else
where.

Mrs. Thurlow's ice cream parlors
will be carried on by Mrs. Luda
Mitchell with special attention to the
luncheon department.
All home
cooking. Mrs. Thurlow’s ices will be
available, wholesale and retail.—adv.,
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W. H. GLOVER CO.
453 Main Street
Telephone 14
ROCKLAND, MAINE

Graduate American School of
Osteopathy
400 MAIN ST. ROCKLAND TEL. 1233 .
28tf |

28- fh-tf*»
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NORTH HAVEN

Headley 3, Bernard
Ericson 2, Duro4 HolUs Knowlton 2,

| thy Young

TOLD OF SARGON

Regular meeting of the Village Im-j P°rothy Ames 3, Frank Peterson 4,
C. S. Staples was entertained Mon
provement Society was held at the I
Swanson 3, J^nes Barton 2, Thomas Stack Has Benefited
day night in Rockland at the home
G.A.R. rooms Tuesday evening. Mrs. Arnold Barton 3, Lyford Philbrook 1,
By Friend’s Advice and
of Irving Simpson and returned to
M. N. Chilles is president.
‘ Eugene Burge8S 3. yera Warren 4,
)
8
3
7
1
b
4
5
North Haven Tuesday morning on
The destruction by fire of the Gov.
Barton 2 Mayland Barton 1
Feels Like a New Man
the Westport.
Bodwell at Swan s Island Monday, J°h“ Beckman , Ruth Hill 3. Harold
, 1
II
10
9
The attendance at the church
left Vinalhaven without boat serv- McDonald 1, Eleanor Calderwood 1.
"Even a glass of milk gave me in
school Sunday was 87. The average
ice for passengers. The mail was T*10;* not absent or tardy for the digestion and heartburn, I suffered
i
14
attendance for the year is 73.2. The
13
carried by a tug. It was with regret Pfst >nonth were. George Headley,,
stomach disorders” stated
th„. tho news nf tbp loss was re- Eleanor Caldwerwood, Alton Lawry, 2* irom stomacn atsoruers, suaeu
Red and Blue contest is creating a
that
the
news
of
the
loss
was
re
E
Bureess
Ruth
Hillanrt
for
Thomas
Stack,
retired business man
good interest.
The prospect of
16
'9
ceived by the townspeople follow- | *-ugene Burgess, Kutn Hill, and tor
/• ”
17
lb
(5
reaching the 100 mark seems good.
ing 39 years of service during which
year- Eugene Burgess and Ruth
It is the aim upon one of these Sun
it was possible to cross Penobscot . Hl“;
..........................
22 s li
21
J
20
days to have present at the school
Bay with such real comfort as the
The senior class Vinalhaven High
w
every boy and girl uoon the island
dear old Bodwell gave. Steamer Vi- School will hold a cabaret at Memo2H~
2b
2.7
25
between the ages of five and 18. It
nalhaven was put on this route Wed- rla' hall March 26. An interesting
can be done. Let’s do it.
nesday
I Pr°8Tam will be interspersed with the
3<5
31
29
2&
The Royal Society met Monday dances. Music by the Fakers. Re
Rapid progress is being made on
night with Mrs. Eleanor Conway. Re- , freshments will be served,
the Dr. Fraser cottage. The frame
r— 32
33
freshments were served.
Honors
Bessie CJayter was awarded the
work is up. A large crew of men are
went to Mrs. Langtry Smith and con- Eastman kodak offered by Herb
busy every day.
31) 40
solation prize to Mrs. Herbert Pat- Carver f°r ^e nearest guess of the
37 i 3&
35 3b
34
Work in the completion of the
different kinds of penny candies, errick.
sewer is now under way. It is ex
w
Mrs. Merle Hutchinson and son ; h'blted in his window the past week.
45
pected the job will take about two
44
42
43
m
Richard of Rockland are guests of her ??lss c ayter save the correct guess,
weeks. Many islanders are finding
W
parents, Mr. and Mrs. Angus Henni- I
_ ,
. . .'
..
employment here.
49
48
47
4b
£
Mrs. L. W. Sanborn entertained the
Will Hopkins is installing a mod
Parker Bray was the recent guest of Saturday N‘te Bridge at h®r home
ern refrigerator plant that when
53
51
Harvey Calderwood at North Haven. Ma,Zh 21' TSuPPer was S8rved' ,
50
completed will have three grades of
w
R. J. Mayhew of Rockland was ' T, Allegra Ingerson is home from
temperature for different products.
____ ' University
week s, catjon
va3b 57
55
overnight
guest of
thisMaine
weekforat a Sea*.hp has fQr a gupst
1
Charles Bray has completed and
slae‘
' roommate at college. Miss Janet
launched his fine new barge.
1
Tuesday afternoon from 2 until 4
59
58
Miss Isa Beverage is in Portland
Jane, daughter of Mr. and Mrs. Ever Winton.
Mr. and Mrs. I. W. Fifield opened
this week for consultation. Mrs
ett Libby, celebrated her fourth birth their home Thursday evening to the
1
bo
Thomas, her sister who has been
day at her home on Atlantic avenue Village Improvement Society for
with her for ten weeks, accompanied
The dining table was prettily deco- —- a*d 17 tables were at play,
her. Mrs. Thomas returns to her
roted, the color scheme being yellow. Prizps were awarded Mrs. Frank
VERTICAL
(Cont.)
HORIZONTAL
(Cont.)
HORIZONTAL
home in Melrose.
The favors were small yellow baskets
and
Johnson for brid£,p
15-Corporal
punish

4S-Pertaining
to
the
1-Pests
of candies and the place cards daffoDonald Johnson for ..63Miss Addie Carver is staying with
ment
(pi.)
sun
9-S acred musical
d!ls. Yellow napkms were gifts of, Refreshments wprp servpd
ThP
Mrs. Elmira Beverage during her
THOMAS STACK
17-Short for Andrew
49- lll-humor
composition
Jane
s
great-grandmothe.
Mrs.
Marchairman
0
{
committee
was
Mrs.
N.
daughter's absence.
13-Steamship's
screw
50-Type of vehicle
,0-Nobleman (pi.)
«
aret
Libby,
who
is
spending
the
winCook
Sho]ps
and
$1450
was
nPttPd
.
Mr. and Mrs. Charles Brown re
52- Policeman (slang) 21-Llsts
12- Famous horseman
ter with her son, C. S. Libby in Wol
T E jjbby has returned from 36 Beulah Ave., Hamilton, Ont. “I
turned to North Haven Mondav
22- Molar tooth
53- More certain
13- Characteristics
laston, Mass. Mrs. Libby had a _ .
afternoon from a three months' visit
had rheumatic pains and aches all
25- Engender
i54-Unruflled
15- Bottom of feet
doubie interest in the celebration as , Mrs ’ Gporpp Npwbert entPrtainPd over my body, couldn't sleep, was
with their daughter Mrs. Scott
^56-Struck with some 26- Filet formerly worn
16- Large container
’,L^as thu ^te of ^e late CoLT. G. thp Washington Club at her homp subject to dizzy spells, and had al
Staples in Rutherford. N. J. Monday
about the hair
thing thrown
18-Pillage
night they stayed at the Lodge.
Llbbj j
a S°' JiS Wa^ eV Saturdav night. Supper was served, most given up in despair wljen I
29-Note of Guido’s
58- Devil
20- Drag
pressed by the large candle on Jane s
Thp H B S club met Saturday started taking Sargon. This splen
Miss Marie Buzzell of the High
scale
59- Puff up
21- Revoke at cards
birthday cake with its four small pink n, ht wjth Mr and Mrs Oscar Law, did medicine rid me of indigestion
School faculty returned to her home
31-Steamer (abbr.)
63-Having power to
(colloq.)
ones. A dainty lunch was served, at thpir homp on Atlantic avenuP.
and heartburn;
the rheumatic
in Oakland for the Easter recess
35- Baseball teams
retain
23- Prophet
games played and the little hostess
Thp Nppdlpcraft club mPt Wed- trouble loosened its grip; and a feel
Saturday morning.
36- Dug up
24- ln the past
was the recipient of many beautilui npodav evening with Mrs. Guy ing of strength and vigor came over
VERTICAL
Saturday Mrs. Herman Crockett
37- Luminous circle
[gifts. Those present were Priscilla (
25- Considers
my entire system. Sargon Pills are
visited her aunt in Vinalhaven.
39- Evenlng party (Fr.) Chilles.
8llillps Mnrio
/Oakes
1- Ncw
thoughtfully
Marion
Oakes. Mflrlon
Marion Whlte
White, j Union Church CircIe will hold
a wonderful laxative—mild and easy,
Alfred DeCota who came to North
40- Troubled
2- Shoshonean
27- Self
Dorothy Johnson. Irene Ames. Philip usuaj supper Thursday at 5.30 but very thorough. The treatment is
Haven Monday afternoon from Rum
43- Geological period
Indians
28- Stair pillars
i Dyer, Herbert Conway, Edward Green- \ o-c]ock
the best I ever saw!”
ford to wcrk on the sewer received
44- Projecting
3- Suffix, one who
30-Part of the foot
leaf, Jr., and Richard and Jane Libby.
jra MacDonald will entertain
Sold by The Corner Drug Store,
word Tuesday morning of the sud
mechanical arm
4- Man’s name
32- Flat thin piece of
I Little Jane s grandparents, Mr. and [ |bP Chataneet Club this week.
Inc., in Rockland; by George H.
den death of his wife. Floyd Dun
(Variant)
47-One who walks In
wood
Mrs. T. E. Libby and great uncle,
Rpp. w. Adelbert Smith was home Gardiner in Warren; and H. L.
can took him to Rockland.
water
33- Crnamental bow of 5-Form of Henrietta
B. L. Lane were also present.
for over Sundav
Bossa in Waldoboro.—adv.
37-lt
Harold Wooster who had the mis
49-City
in
Montana
6Vehicle
silk
Mr. and Mrs. H. W. Fifield re____________
fortune to tumble from his ham
51-Appellation
7Tlme
periods
34-Crazy
turned Monday from Camden.
|
,
STATE OF MAINE
mock at the Newport training school
53-Member of
8- Narrow openings
3S;Pertaining to the
At the American Legion dance SatA Swedish prince has renounced
barracks is recovering after several
of Knox. SS
European
Aryan
9To
soften
back
urday night, Pat's Pig was awarded The throne for true love. If it isnt County
TO
Harry
Levy of Rockland. Knox
weeks in the hospital. The fall in
11- Clty thoroughfare
group
47-- ?te
Mrs Percv White Prizes for tne ! true -ovp he is liable to be crovzned county. Maine:
jured his shoulder
55-Toddler
12- Cosmetic
42-Negotiated
elimination waltz went to Ruth Ross once in a while anyhow.- Clermont ^bereas^
The grange held its regular meet
57-High priest and
114-Besieging of a
45- Lubricate
Kagcd to Cha les I. Crockett the entire
and Fritz Johnson and winners of* rlaJ rressing Saturday with an attendance of
i
iudae (Bible)
fortified oi»«e
stock of goods and merchandise and the
46-Corrodo
the spud dance were Janet Winton
-----45 and worked the 3d and 4th de
furniture
and nxiures.
fixtures’ mciuuiug
including aa vusn
cash ’
pnn
and Donald Poole. Favors were also
The business Of ranl-oteers
racketeers and
ana lurniture
rogtater tbpn
contained in the store of
grees on two candidates followed by
(Solution to Previous Puzzle)
given
the
first
ten
to
enter
the
hall,
gangsters
is
the
only
kind
left
nowai
the
said
Levy,
known
as
th
Hat
&
Dress
a scallop stew supper. Box supper
ClarenceBennett, a senior of the days thatcontinues to go with a bang. Shop, situated on the south side of Main
WASHINGTON
next week.
.
__ ,,
. —
struct in IjPiIp.sl, Waiuu L/Ounvy, xvimiie,
1 P E S
s
H|O|V lEIRIS
i Southwest Harbor High School, Is —Northwest Insurance.
and algo aU stock ln trade. furniture and
Ten grangers attended Pomona at
■
1
1
A
N
Al N N N E
Rvthpr Rullpr thp vrartf tpachpr is Spending the Vacation with his par------------ —--------------------------------- fixtures thereafter acquired ln the busiCamden last week and five took the
bstner p-uiier tne grade teacner is |
_____ ___ A p
American alliance insurance co. ness carried on in said store, to secure
S ElT DIE D O R D A 1 N
5th degree. They went via Pulpit
back again and boarding at the home ' Pnts- Lightkeeper and Mrs. A. W.
the payment of six hundred dollars,
1 Liberty Street. New York
which mortgage Is recorded ln the city
of
Mrs.
Nina
Johnson.
I
Bennett
at
Heron
Neck.
Harbor with Herman Crockett.
R
N
H
E
A D O
ASSETS
DEC.
31.
1930
recc ds of the City of Rockland. Book
Mr. and Mrs. Robert Carney re
School closed Friday for a fort
Miss Clara McDowell is still con- turned Monday from Worcester, Stocks and Bonds ................. S9.107.004 00 33. Paije 171; and whereas the conditions
|B A S E
E 1 N E
E
night’s vacation.
of said mortgage have been broken, now
fined
to
her
room
by
illness
and
her
Cash
tn
and
Bank
17
2
53
5'
S N A R E D
D AIR 1 e: N
Crockett’s Theatre will present
nleased to
to near
hear Mass
’ where they
have spent the ; interest
Agents Balances’ ................... H9.9V7 7.x therefore, notice Is hereby given of my
I many
of sLfriends will be Pleased
wjntpr
and Rents
81.506 oo Intention to foreclose said mortgage for
s7S S
T
winter months
months with
with thpir
their son Hector.
Hector
E
Hoot Gibson Friday night in "The
of _her. recovery.
breach of Its conditions, and I hereby
. , . .
.
, Mrs. O. V. Drew and daughter
Long, Long Trail," a thrillful west
Gross
Assets
........................
$9,325,841
34 nominate and appoint Ensign Otis of
Grade schools in town began the ] Gjeo bave retUrned from several days’
Rockland. Me., as my agent and at
ern feature.
10 weeks spring term on March 23 visit jn Rockland.
Admitted .............................S9.325.841 34 torney to receive satisfaction pf said
Those living upon the mainland
mortgage.
with the same teachers.
, Lafayette Carver Corps will hold a
LIABILITIES DEC 31. 1930
can hardly appreciate the deep sense
CHARLES I. CROCKETT.
The roads in town are being used 1 bridge party at the G.A.R. rooms Net Unpaid Losses .............. $ 194.291 ct
......................
...
March 11, 1931.
of loss that comes to the island peo
by cars and several davs Of warm Anril 7
Unearned Premiums ............. L698 633 02 Subscribed nlirrsworn to before me.
ple in the passing of the sturdy
______ x,----<— X-, ,.- I
’
•
„
,
x
-x 1A1 lother Liabilities
110.000 90
ENSIGN OTIS
sun will cause them to be fairly
Mrs. E. C. Macintosh returned cash capital ...................... 300000000
,?ntarv Public
3i-Th-i7
steamer Governor Bodwell. It had
passable although quite muddy.
Wednesday from Rockland.
(Surplus over all Liabilities .. 4,322.916 71 (seail
a remarkable career, and except in
Mr. and Mrs. William Hanson are
Capt Ralph Bickford arrived Tues- Total liablutle9 and surplus g9.325.84i 34
the severest storms never failed to
stopping for the present at the home day from Portland.
3i-Th-37 merchants. * FARMERS MUTUAL
come through fog and bad weather
FIRE INSURANCE CO.
LETTERS NEVER WRITTEN
of his parents, Mr. and Mrs. George
T. M. Coombs arrived Tuesday, transcontinental insurance co.
to the island ports Ships like people
Worcester, Mass.
Hanson.
called
by
the
illness
of
his
sister,
x
ew
York,
n
.
y
.
create a character and that of this
ASSETS DEC. 31. 1930
What
a
Different
World
It
Would
Be
Evplyn
Sukeforth
attended
the
Mrs.
John
Moore.
assets
dec
.
31.
1930
steamer was fine and true. Capt.
Mrs. Carroll Gregory, Mrs. Herbert stocks and Bonds ................. S2.77l.254 47
....................$ 332933 25
If Such Frankness Really Existed , shower party given by Mrs. Finiev
Kent has demonstrated his seaman
of Razorville in honor of Mrs. Irene Moreton and son John spent Sunday Cash In Office and Bank ...... 535.194 60 Cash in Office and Bank ZZ 48B36 71
ship and one always felt that with
Chicago. Ill.
at Heron Neck Light, Green’s Island.
................. ’u vxn U ^Pnts„ Balances
33.00495
Overlock, March 20.
him at the wheel all was well what
Moses Webster Lodge conferred the All other Assets ....................
3.088 96 Interest and Rents
ever the weather. Among those to To the District Attorney:—
The younger set of Washington
6.161 91
Well Buddy, you got me right this had a get together on Tuesday eve- Entered Apprentice degree Tuesday
___ _
______ ah other Assets
3.579 59
go to Rockland Monday on the last
Gross Assets ........................$3,668 980 93
niek ’^n0^!' I nin« a"d formed a club to be‘called I night on Ray Webster and son Curtis.
admitted
trip of the Bodwell were C. S
373.041 41
Gross Assets .................... $ 465.833 53
Mrs. Herbert Moreton entertained
Staples, Mrs. Will Hopkins and Rev 1 croaked One Eye Dick all right, j the Washington Athletic Club for
• x .xx x
— IL.
1.595 85
Admitted
.....................S3
295.939 52 Deduct hems not admitted
________
H. F. Huse. Among those to return and it ain’t no more than right I the purpose Of promoting a series of at bridge Monday night, honors going
LIABILITIES
DEC.
31.
1930
Admitted
.............................
$
464.237
68
should
go
to
the
burner.
I
’
m
gom
’
sports
for
thp
entertainment
and
j
to
Arthur
Thomas.
were Charles and Mrs. Brown. Mr.
Unpaid Losses ................ S 91.655 85
LIABILITIES DEC. 31. 1930
Farrow, Mrs. Hopkins and Mr. Huse. to plead guJtx an take mine without ( benefit of the town’s people. These I Washington School, Miss Ethel Net
Unearned
Premiums .............
727.084
93 Net Unpaid Losses .................$ 14.618 97
off klnrnn^nrltmMime\na’n^°aivZ °®cers were chosen: Pr«Went. Young- teacher, reports
1 an honor xroll< All
XiT’other
othe? Liabilities
tSK::.
'
w
x . . * r..
..............
445.000
00 Unearned Premiums
232 097 65
off. Drop in sometime an 111 give Mahlon Turner; vice president. Rob- (90
' in one or more tests)
" ' of
* 24 out
*"' *of Cash Capital
l.OOO OOO OO All other Liabilities
.........
7 090 51
WALDOBORO
you the low down on all these rackets , prt Linscott; secretary. Floyd Lud- 27 pupils. Those listed below received Surplus over all Liabilities .. 1.032.198 68 Surplus over all Liabilities”” 210 430 55
an help you clean up this burg -Star wjg. treasurer MerIe overlook; man 95 or over in the number of tests
Merton Sears of Hancock has been Face Malonev.
Total nabint.es and surp.us s 464.2^ 68
ager. Willard Ware; assistant man noted: Amy Columb L George , Total ,Ubimies' and surplus
• • « •
passing his vacation with his father,
agers, Leland Johnston, Maynard
----------- fUL'-'-U
-J-|---------- ,
L.
..
James Sears.
Dirigo State Prison
Austin. Carl Sukeforth: finance com Eugene Taylor who has been in Pep Mfg. Co.mittee, Charles Ludwig. Elwin Fitch
Boston three weeks, has returned.
Before taking 12 bottles of your and Carl Sukeforth. The club plans
Miss Bethoe Harkins has returned medicine, I had done no hard work to put on several entertainments in
from a visit with her sister, Mrs. for four years, but since taking your the near future for the purpose of
SECURITY INSURANCE CO
BRITISH AMERICA ASSURANCE CO.
NEW YORK INDEMNITY COMPANY
Incorporated 1833
Toronto, Canada
Byron Witham, in Bath.
of New Haven
medicine, along with a few other [ raising the necessary funds to supA Division of Insurance Securities
United States Branch
Francis Reed of Portland is visit things, I have worked hard every day port the club and buy other needed
Annual Statement, January 1st, 1931.
Company, Inc.
Established 18*4
ing his grandfather, George Sim for six months —Foxy Felix.
ASSETS
Statement December 31, 1938
supplies. There is no reason to doubt
100 Maiden Lane, New Y’ork, Union In
ASSETS
mons.
demnity Bldg., New Orleans
that the townspeople’s heartiest sup Bonds (U. S.. Municipal.
R R . etc.) ..................... . S4.444.990 00 [ Do^^ernment and Municipal
At its stated meeting Friday eve
Financial Condition as of
port will be extended to the club as
$450,047 50 Statement of
Boston,
Mass.
December 31. 1930
(Bank. R. R.. Public
ning King Solomon’s Lodge. F.&A.M.
2.207.4GG 00
it is backed by a corps of energetic Stocks
Dear
Mr.
Hardup:
—
Utltlty.
etc.)
....................
5.543,745
25
[
0
asb
W
j
t
n
Trustees
and
RESOURCES
will confer the Fellowcraft degree on
We have your reply to our recent [ >'ounf» menLoans on Real Estate (1st
234.264 94 Govt., Municipal and MtscelBanks ................................... 234,264
candidates.
... _
x, .. . x xx..
laneous Bonds and Stocks
Mortgage) ........................
836.250 00 ,
Douelas Richards, young son of Mr. dunning letter at hand, and we beg WASHINGTON TOWN MEETING Real
203.587 20
(at market) ..........................$4,424,620 00
Estate .........................
653.445 10
to
state,
we
are
fully
satisfied
with
and Mrs. John Richards, has returned
11.125 t)4 ’irst Mortgage Real Estate
Cash ln Banks and Office ....
156.610 08 | Interest Accrued
the
situation.
Not
only
do
we
sym

from the Knox Hospital where he has
Loans .................................... 874.968 74
The annual town meeting was held Premiums ln Course of Col
$3,106,490 88
pathize with your present state of
been for surgical treatment.
Collateral Loans
lection ...............................
836.227 71
19.233 35
March 16 after a week's postpone
LIABILITIES
unemployment,
but
we
herewith
en

Mrs. H. R. Smith, Mrs. E. T. Pot
$1,480,551 82
ment on account of the big snow Accrued Interest, etc....... ..
197,776 82
close
our
check
for
$50,
which
we
ter, Mrs. A. F. Bond, Mrs. W. H. Crow
Cash in Banks and Offices
302,834 20
313.180 00
may tide you over a few hard storm. A large crowd of voters was
$12,669,044 96
ell, Miss Angela Perry and Mrs. J. T. hope
present and the day passed quietly
All Other Liabilities
69.385 13
spots.
We
will
notify
our
client
to
LIABILITIES
lection
not
due
over
90
days
917.147 86
Gay have been among the recent grant you an unlimited extension of and orderly. These officers were
1.243.373 73
for Unearned Pre
Interest due and accrued ....
38.732 00
hostesses to entertain at Pyramid par credit, knowing as we do, that you chosen: Moderator, A. E. Johnston; Reserve
miums .................................. $5,615,362 00
$3,100,490 68 • Sundry Assets ........................ 197,708 69
$3,106.490
ties for the benefit of the Lincoln will pay it when vou get it.—Grabbem clerk. Clara S. Overlock; selectmen, Reserve for Unadjusted
TT.;', ~~
A. E. Johnston, George Best and
Home.
Losses ............
694,083 67 THE MERCANTILE INSURANCE COMand Soakem Collection Agency.
PANY OF AMERICA
I
1IABTI TTTFq »7 014 882 52
Miss Edna Young was hostess at
Minot Lenfest; collector, L. L. Reserve for Taxes and other
New York, N. Y.
I
LIABILITIES
Liabilities .........................
277.558 62
the meeting of the Baptist Social
Morton; treasurer, L. H. Turner;
ASSETS DEC. 31. 1930
Reserve for Claims .................S3.004.165 37
New York City.
Capital ...............................
2.000,000 00 Stocks and Bonds .................$6,405,707 32 Reserve for Unearned Preschool committee, eorge Best.
Circle.
Cash
ln
Office
and
Bank
.
.
297.674
93
mlums ................................... 2.279.856 00
H. S. Simmons of Bath has been Dear Mr. Jollyfeller
The usual appropriations for Net Surplus ....................... 4,082,040 67 Agents' Balances ................... 456.713 95
Reserve
for Taxes ................... 105.954 20
Your recent letter proposing mar schools, roads, and other purposes
the guest of Mr. and Mrs. Osborne
Bills
Receivable
....................
7
,
..xx
120
_
86
„
$12,669,044 96 Interest and Rents ....................
riage. at hand, and I hate to refuse were made and after discussion it
72.12814 Reserve lor Sundry Bills .......
7.122 19
Welt.
Surplus
to
Policy
Holders.
$6,082,040.67
AU other A^e'ts ....................
2.890 94 Reserve for Commissions ....... 215,804 89
Mrs. Annie Brown, who has been you, although you are a millionaire was voted to join the towns of Union
Gross Assets ...................... S7.242.236 1«' ^ap‘‘a‘ paW ln ....................... 1 000 000 00
the guest of Mrs. Malvina Comery and I am only a poor chorus-girl. and Somerville and raise money to
Your diamonds and other presents, I build a State Aid road from W. O PAWTUCKET MUTUAL FIRE INSUR Deduct Items not admitted
51.160 54 Surplus over all liabilities ....
401.979 87
has returned to Friendship.
ANCE COMPANY
Mrs. L. L. Hall, who has passed the feel I must return to you. because Luce's bridge to the Somerville town
S7.014.882
52
Admitted
...............................
$7,191,075
60
the other people are talking about line via Collamore Ridge. The la
Incorporated 1848
1 winter in town, is now in New York.
LIABILITIES DEC. 31, 1930
Surplus to Policyholders $1,401 979 87
Net Unpaid Losses ................. $333,668 00
Home Office 25 Maple Street
I Mrs. J. V. Benner was hostess at me, and I can't bear to see my name dies served hot coffee and lunch for
Unearned Premiums ............. 2,964 536 30
ln the papers in connection with the benefit of the Library book fund
ASSETS DEC. 31, 1930
I the meeting of the Bridge Club.
All other Liabilities ............. 157.757 20’
PEERLESS CASUALTY COMPANY
Cash in Office and Bank ...... $36,024 84 Cash Capital .......................... 1.000.000 00
Horace Kemp, Miss Dorothy Don yours. Perhaps you may find a bet and $21 was realized.
Keene, New Hampshire
ter
and
handsomer
girl
than
I
am,
Surplus
over
all
Liabilities
....
2.735.114
10
Real
Estate
............................
100.000
00
nelly and Miss Alma Glidden of the
ASSETS DEC. 31. 1930
but
I
doubt
it.
—
Gertie
Garbless.
"After
we
were
married
he
would
Mortgages
on
Real
Estate
....
166.327
50
high school faculty, who have been
Total Liabilities and Surplus $7,191,075 60 > Mortgage Loans ......................
$1,807 33
Llewellyn
P.
Newbert
work
in
the
garden,
but
now
he
goes
Bonds
—
Market
Value
..........
846.190
00
passing their vacations at their sev
Rockland, March 24.
STAR INSURANCE COMPANY OF
Stocks and Bonds. (Market
[
out
to
play
billiards,
”
said
a
woman
Stocks
—
Market
Value
..........
68.895
00
eral homes, have returned.
AMERICA
[ Value» ................................... 446.985 00
-----------------[ in court. Diamonds, hearts, spades, Agents’ Balances ..................
88.856 38
Mr. and Mrs. Waldo McFarland of
ASSETS DEC. 31. 1930
.
Cash In Office and Bank ...... 113.202 08
Rockland
Automobile
Show.
April
!
and
then
clubs
were
trumps.
—
PassInterest
and
Rents
Accrued
12,549
26
Stocks and Bonds ................ $4,693,050 27 I Agents' Balances
Damariscotta have been recent guests
.............
13.012 93
Cash
in
Office
and
Bank
......
331,041
33
1-4,
Fireproof
Garage.
36-40
1
itg
Show
(London).
Other
Assets
...........................
2.178
47
of Mrs. Eudora Miller.
30V904 9i Interest and Rents .................
1.532 04
Agents’ Balances .............
Mr. and Mrs. Fred Teele, who have
8.311 67 All other Assets
2.500 00
$1,321,021 45 Bills Receivable ...............
Interest
and
Rents
.........
53.291 27
passed the winter in town, have re
LIABILITIES DEC. 31. 1930
All other Assets ..............
3 900 43
Gross Assets .......................... $579,039 38
turned to Loudville. Miss Oriana
Unearned Premium Reserve .... $698,212 25
_
.
.
x.
-- ’ Deduct Items not admitted ....
7,770 27
Barter has been their guest during
Gross Assets ...................... $5,391,499 88
____ ;_____
Unpaid Losses .......................
35,264 89
her vacation.
Admitted ....................... ........ $571,269 11
Unpaid Dividends .......... *......
8.149 05 Deduct Items not admitted .... 66,812 16
The names of students who were
Admitted ............................... $5,324,687 72 i
LIABILITIES DEC. 31. 1930
All Other Liabilities ...........
19.013 98
not absent or tardy during the win
LIABILITIES DEC. 31. 1930
Nft Unpaid Losses ................. $59,984 79
$760,640 171 Net Unpaid Losses ................ $277,128 97 Unearned Premiums
ter term in the high school follows:
43.213 85
--------------- ‘Unearned Premiums .............. 2 144.537 69 xn nth.r ,
Marion Waltz, Everett Achorn, Lewis
12.213 97
Net Cash Surplus ............. $560,381 28 All other Liabilities ............... 126.750 30 a 1 other Liabilities
Boissonneault, Gerald Dalton, Doris
Cash Capital ........................ 1,000 000 00 Cash Capital ............................ 300.000 00
Increase ln Assets. $51,595.82
Surplus over all Liabilities .... 1.776.270 76 Surplus over all Liabilities .... 155,856 50
Duswald, Hollis Duswald, Herbert
Increase in Surplus. 3.395.37
Leavitt, Evelyn Lovejoy, Betty Stahl,
May all large people, both men and Increase ln ReseAe. 36.672 63
Here’s a letter written October 21,
Total Liabilities and Surplus $5,324,687 72 Total Liabilities and Surplus $571,269 11
Eugene
Winchenbach,
Millicent 1929, by Mrs. Fred Barringer of Lewis women who want to reduce In an easy I
way, give Kruschen Salts a fair trial. I
Burnes, Burton Carter. Dorothy town, Montana, that ought to be read am
sure it will convince anyone.
Creamer, Walter Kaler, Barbara by every overweight woman in
A bottle of Kruschen Salts that
Lovejoy, Virginia Rowe, Christine America.
lasts four weeks costs but 85c at
Winchenbach and Ida Winchenbach
Gentlemen: I started taking Kruschen David L. McCarty’s or any drugstore
in the senior high, and Evelyn Ben every
as directed as I was very in America. Take one-half teaspoon
ner, Barbara Benner, Shirley Burnes, much morning
overweight and wanted to reduce.
Genevieve Creamer, Mona Jones,
I had tried going on a diet but would in a glass of hot water before break
M. F. LOVEJOY, Mgr.
so hungry that my diet would not fast every morning. To help reduce
Paul Piper, Waltz Benner, Helen get
last long, so I decided to give Kruschen
cut out pastry and fatty meats
Oldis, Esther Reed and Russell Win Salts’’ a fair trial. The day I started swiftly
MASONIC
TEMPLE
ROCKLAND
TELEPHONE 675
to take them I weighed 256 lbs. and at and go light on potatoes, butter,
chenbach in the junior high.
cream
and
sugar.
37Th43
present, which has been just four weeks.
The Kruschen way is the safe way to
I weigh 239 lbs. And I must say. I leel
Rockland Automobile Show, April better in every way. besides looking reduce—Try one bottle and if not joy
fully satisfied—money back.
36-40
much better.
| 1-4, Fireproof Garage.

n

past
other
cars
■find out
how fine they

■eally are

DELIVERED

OAKLAND
$997

2-DOOR SEDAN
FACTORY EQUIPPED
IN ROCKLAND

PONTIAC 6
$775

2-DOOR SEDAN
FACTORY EQUIPPED
IN ROCKLAND

C. W. Hopkins
65 Limerock Street, Rockland
Telephone 1000

This Woman In 4 Weeks
Lost 17 Pounds of Fat

ROBERTS & VEAZIE,

Every-Other-Daj
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25c, 50c, $1 Worth
Clinton Shibles arrived home Sun
All schools in town began last i
day from Massachusetts Agricultural
Monday. The school in this district.
College, Amherst, for the spring va
OF SEEDS FREE
No. 11. is under the instruction of
cation of one week.
Mrs. Ida Mallett.
Parker Colby, who is at Knox Hos
Celia Teague is reported ill. She
in Packets or Ounces
pital as a result of a fall, is showing
is attended by Dr. Sanborn of Wal
considerable improvement and it is
doboro.
expected he will be able to return
Iiuy SI worth of Seeds in Pack
Nellie Oliver was at Cora Walters'
home Saturday.
ets or Ounces and select add tional
for a few da.vs last week.
Mrs. Mary Tliurston is ill with the
seeds to the amount of 25 cents:
Olive
Shuman
and
Dorothy
grippe at her home on School street.
Buy S2 worth and get 50 cents
Thomas visited Mrs. Leon Ludwig
William Murray who has been at
worth of Seeds, Free: A S3 pur
Thursday.
the home of Leslie C .Deane the past
chase privileges $1.00 additional.
Irving Bucklin who has been
few
days
returned
to
Reading,
Mass.,
This applies ONLY to Seeds in
boarding with A. J. Walters the past
let SORE THROAT Tuesday. He was accompanied by
KENDALL&WniTMEYS
dunces or Packets.
few weeks is now at Nelson Shu
Mr.
Deane.
The
Murrays
are
movinv
£
jCATAtO®',
.
get the best of you...
man's.
their household goods to Rockport,
These arc standard K&W Quality
Emma Burnheimer of Lynn, Mass.,
IVE minutes after you rub on
where they will make their home for
Seeds—Specially
grown—Spe 'tally
who
has
been
visiting
her
uncle
J.
Nhisterole your throat should begin
the present.
selected—Known for 00 years past
C.
Bogues
returned
home
Tuesday.
to feel less sore! Continue the treatment Mr. and Mrs. Percy Luce and Mrs.
lor their productivity.
Joan Burnheimer who is attend
once every hour for five hours and
Laura Marks of Camden were enter
ing
school
at
Kent's
Hill
is
at
home
you'll be astonished at the relief.
SELECT NOW
tained Monday evening at the home
for a few days' vacation.
This famous blend of oil of mustard,
SEIDS-AGRICULTURAL
of Mr. and Mrs. Charles Carver, West
while our stocl’.—one of the largest
Mrs.
Jennie
Mank
is
visiting
her
IMPLEMENTS
camphor, menthol and other ingredi
street.
in New England—is complete.
0A1RY.no poultry
daughter Mrs. Isa Teague in Warents brings relief naturally. Musterole
Mrs. Alton Brown and son Neil of
SUPPLIES
I
ren.
gets action because it is a “counter- j Rockland are at the home of her par
Call or write far our beautiful
Mr. and Mrs. Laforest Mank, Alma
irritant”— not just a salve—it pene
illustrate! Catalog. Know the wide
ents, Mr. and Mrs. Charles McKin
Mank and Grace Hart attended the
trates and stimulates blood circulation
variety offered by KiW in
ney. Main street, during the illness
funeral of the late Mrs. Ethelda
PORTLAND
and helps to draw out infection and pain. l of Mrs. McKinnev.
Matthews Tuesday in Thomaston.
Used by millions for 20 years. Recom
I LOWER—VEGETABLEMrs. Charles S. Gardiner delight
Olive and Frances Stahl of Edgemended by doctors and nurses.
GARDEN AND FIELD SEEDS:
fully entertained three tables at
comb art passing a few days at D. O. '
Keep Musterole handy—jars and tubes.
: bridge Tuesday afternoon in honor
BULBS: PLANTS: SHRUBS, Etc.
! Stahl’s.
To Mothers—Musterole is also j of Mrs. Katherine Dunbar who re
531
made in milder form for babies
turned
last
week
from
a
six
weeks'
and small children. Ask for Chil
POULTRY SUPPLIES
FARM, DAIRY and
SEEDS
LINCOLNVILLE
i trip to Florida. Havana, and other
dren’s Musterole.
| places of interest.
Spring
has
made
its
appearance
;
Because life is pleasanter in a i gan. It is as nearly a work of art as l no external matter it pe-meates
At the session of the Baptist Sun pleasant place, a famous manufac- a factory can possibly be. Con- everywhere. And everywhere, the and brought some nice sunny davs.
day School next Sunday special exer turing organization has built its lat- \ structed of claycraft brick, and rising ; cheerfulness and the invading light, Also many birds and pussy willows.
cises will be held in observance of
.
.
, . , , ,
, from a broad base to a height of six the freshness and the inviting spotSchools will begin April 6. with no
ELLERAI and TEMPLE STS.,
PORTLAND
MAIIYE
Maine Sunday School Dav. Attend- est factory expressly to look pleasant, stories, it presents a striking facade les. ness of the factory accompany it. changp in teachers. Supt. Barnes of
I ance of every member is urged.
j and be pleasant. The factory is at , of sun-lit windows, and an architecIf cleanliness is indeed next to Morrill was in town on Thursday to I
Mrs. Blanche Carver spent Tues- Hammond, Indiana, and the firm j tural silhouette of unusual line and godliness, we are well on the way to attend a school committee meeting.
j day in Camden as the guest of Mrs. i that believes in having it as friendly, j balance. On the whole, it resembles being a nation of the elect. And the
Shoveling snow has been the order
ham. Mr. Sprague will sail the boat
SUNSET
I Ben Pooley.
las cheerful, and as beautiful as a an educational institution rather conversion is reflected in one of the of the day up to the present time.
for S. B. Knowlton this summer and
Friday evening at 8 o'clock at town factory possibly can be, is the firm than a factory, and the resemblance most impressive sights in American
Mrs. Georgia Hall Morang who has
„
„
.
_
,
,,
_
.
is
SEARSMONT
hall occurs the 3-act comedy “It i of Lever Brothers, the world's lead- I is intensified by a massive clock industry—the kettle room of this been home on a week's visit to her
Mrs. Emma L. Raynes left Tuesday forcontemplating
the season renting a place here
Looks Like Rain” sponsored bv the ing makers of soap and glycerine, I tower commanding the sky-line from latest of soap factories. It is called parents returned Tuesday to her for an extended visit with relatives.
A CQncert is bping p,anned fQr
The dinner town meeting day at ] R.H.S.A.A., the funds from which will
This new factory is not only the I its front. Only a giant replica of a a room by courtesv, but reallv there home in Corinna.
Elmer McDonald has gone to Glou- ( Faster Sunday by the elementary
the M. E. vestry was a success, and j be used toward the support of ath- last word in mechanical equipment— | package of one of its products, ex- is so much room in it. and so much
Miss Frances Rankin who is a cester where he will be employed for , department of the Sunday school.
tlje Ladies' Aid and members of I letics in the school. The cast: Reggie in that respect it is one of the out- tending to a height of thirty feet light, that it more closely approxi- teacher in Mattawamkeag is passing : the summer
Plan to go to hear the youngsters as
Community Church thank all those | Van Wert, an ambitious author, standing achievements of American above the clock tower, proclaims its mates an afternoon walk in th» a week at her home.
d. l. Sellers with a crew of volun- 1 well as the “oldsters '
who so kindly helped to make it so. ! Lawrence Snow; Monty Mansfield, Industry—but also a notable step for' identity. But nothing more is need country. Within its confines, rows
Mrs. Irene Mudgrtt of Salem. ' teer workmen have started work on
Mrs Rachel Mathews who has \ nroprietor of Hotel, Vere Crockett; ward in the problem of adjusting a ed. There are very few who would of titanic kettles stand side by side. Mass., returned Wednesday after a j the church painting and repairing.
India, it is said, is to have a consti
been confined to her bed for several ' Elmo Armstrong, Monty s cousin, great industrial enterprise to the fail to recognize from that replica Fvery kettle is as deep as a two- visit with her aunt, Mrs. Carrie Flagg. 1 Another dance was held at the tution somewhat like ours, and all
weeks with a broken hip is doing fa- ' Edwin Annis; Jerry Watson, the late human values connected with it, and that the plant belongs to Lever 1 story house. And every kettle holds
Mr. and Mrs. Roy Allen of Cam- community Garage Saturday night we have to say is that India will have
Brothers Company, and is a new uni’: in its cavernous capacious gulf a1 den
..........were
.............
...... _ guests
vorably well tor one of advanced I proprietor, Brainerd Thurston; Nellie thus benefiting both.
Sunday
Mr. and an{j another good time recorded.
to be pretty strong to have a consti
Watson,
his
daughter,
Thalice
Spear;
1
Built
on
modern
architectural
in the world-wide organization of hundred tons of soap. What possible Mrs l. S Russ and Edgar Allen,
age.
Freeman Sprague was a weekend tution
like
ours.—Philadelphia
! Martha Watson, his better-half, Lois ' lines, and surmounted by a massive the world's leading manufacturers of excuse can anything, anywhere, ever
Stanley Grey is visiting her guest of Mr. and Mrs. Alfred Dun- Inquirer.
Spring is here and things look like R
Vi'lent Hickey, a neighbor, j clock tower, the building looks like soap and glycerine.
have
for
being
dirtv
any
more?
daughter Mrs. Marjorie Dickey in
it too—the birds coming back, buds Mary Veazie. Specialties will consist 1
Following out and furthering the
Incidentally, the “soap grease" of Caniden"
swelling on tne trees,' the boys bring of baritone solo. Vere Crockett; read an educational institution rather
our
ancestors
has
disappeared
from
unusual
impression
given
from
a
Congi atulations are extended
ing sap from the pastures, and the ing, Mary Veazie: dancing bv erom- than an industrial one. Its entrance
FLORIDA
snow fast going. One hardly knows mar school pupils. The R.H.S or- doorway is as imposing as a bank’s, distance, the main doorway, rich and modern soap making. The finer Mr. and Mrs Donald Downs
palm
and
other
vegetable
oils
have
dignified
in
its
architectural
appoint

Providence, R. I. on the arrival of a
when going to town, whether to chestra and Glee Club will make its reception lobby is as prepossessing
MIAMI’S
as an exclusive hotel’s, and its ments, might well be the entrance to taken its place, and what ranked in babv March 11.
travel by wagon, sleigh or flivver.
Ideal Resort Hotel
their initial appearance on this occa
days gone by as a luxury for the
Mrs. Florence McDonald of StockCharles Day and family have sion and will be listened to with in whole interior is ordered on an un a modem bank. The reception lobby, toilet
of the few is now in daily use ton Springs passed last week at her
Convenient to all points of interest—Modem in every way.
exampled scale of comfort and con with its ,simple but effective decora
moved into the Pineo farm and Lewis terest.
tive scheme and its modern lighting, in every home.
An enjoyable view from our spacious ground-floor porchex which
venience.
home here.
Robinson, the former tenant has re
A benefit party will be given at
Once
the
soap
is
made,
the
pack

has
the
friendly
hospitality
of
the
Lever Brothers are justly proud of
surround the hotel Many rooms with private balconies.
Percy Buzzell has had a telephone
turned to his own home.
Masonic hall, Thursday evening at their new factory, which will sup reception room of a hotel. Nor does ing machinery takes it is hand, and installed in his residence.
The bridge here will be completed which all Masons and Star members
HOTEL
this
figurative
hand
is
thp
only
one
the
atmosphere
belie
the
fact,
as
plement their present large plant in
Mr. and Mrs. Boland Robbins of
in about another month.
together with their wives and hus'
Massachusetts.
They visitors, whether on business or com- that touches it. Nor would it be too Hope were guests Sunday of Mr. and
Miss Annie Webb, the pastor, has bands are invited^ Refreshments of j Cambridge,
to view the wonders of the es- great a stretch of the imagination to jjrs. R J Lermond.
been ill at her home in Searsport. cake and punch will be served and were Confident~enough to build it in ing
brain, as and
well complicated
as a hand.
Murh svmnathv
for '
a period of depression, because they tablishment, freely testify. Lever ascribe
Corner Second St. and 1st Ave. S. E.
Her father Rev. S. H. Webb took her candy will be on sale.
to this adexterous
X is?aexoressed
finger ampuv"re also confident enough to in Brothers have notably succeeded in
RATES: (European)
place here at Sunday morning serv
Booklet
that
rarest
of
all
manufacturing
ac

mechanism, since it does so manv ; fated
Rockland Hospital last week. !
(Ian* n
crease their advertising and selling
Single $2.50 to $7.00 dailv
ices.
on
October)
complishments,
the
accomplishment
things
in
so
intelligent
a
way.
It
effort, so that as far as they are
Mrs. Clara McKinney is passing
GROSS NECK
Norman Buck has been very ill
Double $5.00 to $12.00 daily
Application
Hotel
of
endowing
their
institution
with
a
fills
the
packages,
weighs
them,
seals
two
weeks
W
Rh
jj
er
daughter
Mrs
concerned, there has been no dewith pneumonia, but has now passed ,
personality.
1 ’ ; them, packs them into containers.. Rea Rankin
H H. Mass Dining Room Service Unsurpassed Maselynn
the most dangerous period. Dr. j Mr. and Mrs. Freelon Vannah and j pression.
Go farther, beyond the reception and automatically delivers them to
A ^ox social is planned for the
Franz Leyonborg of Liberty has been I son Sherman of South Waldoboro I Situated at Hammond, Indiana, lobby,
through the entire factory, the shipping room for their jour- eran[,e jn the near future Commitin attendance. He has had a great were Sunday guests of Mr. and Mrs just outside Chicago, it occupies a and this personality remains. It is i ney to the retailer and the housewife. tpp in charge includes Mrs H A
site of twenty acres near Lake Michinumber of calls to this town the past Dewey Winchenbach.
Miller, Mrs. Effie Dickey and Allen
Mrs. Fannie Waltz and Mrs. Mary
winter, and is liked very much.
According to a psychologist, people
You see, is isn't wicked for the Morton.
Searsmont town meeting was held Kaler of West Waldoboro called on
NORTH
HOPE
I are most intelligent at the age of Goverment to take part of the liquor
The High Schoo! students of BelMarch 16 with a very large attend Mrs. Alden Waltz last week.
fourteen. Before they go to college.— if it's called an income tax instead cf j fast High are passing an Easter I
A daughter iMadeline Elizabeth)
ance. The following officers were
Mt*,
and
Mrs.
George
Fish
of
Applea license fee.—Milwaukee Leader.
recess of one week at their home.
elected, there being an all new board was born to Mr. and Mrs. Perle Sim ton entertained the Hilltop Sewing Louisville Times.
of selectmen; Moderator, L. S. Mar- mons, March 13.
Circle
Saturday.
As
has
been
the
j
Mrs. Melvin Genthner who has
riner; town clerk, A. L. Maddocks;
custom thjs past season the men
selectmen and overseers of poor, C. been caring for Mrs. Perle Simmons came to supper, and such a supper.
B Dickey, L. H. Salisbury, Albert and little daughter returned home The regular amount of sewing was
Marriner; town treasurer, W. B. Saturday.
in the afternoon, towels,
Schooi began Monday with Miss dispatched
Bowley; road commissioners, F. E.
sheets, pillow slips, piled up like
Lucas, E. P. Marriner, C. E. Gelo: Haze! Hilton of Broad Cove as magic. A social evening with music
school committee. G. F. Skinner. L. teacher.
Byron Nash of Friendship called and four tables of cards in play was
A. Wentworth. Willis Banks, auditor.
enjoyed. The traveling was “just
H. P. Cobb: collector of taxes, L. E. on relatives in this place Tuesday.
Sprowl; fire ward or inspector. H. H.
Miss Alcada Genthner spent Sun- .
I
MiSS BeUlah Day l dren came from Friendship via auto.
were $4500; roads and bridges. $8124: of Waldoboro,
salaries of town officers. $860: misMrs. C. L. Eugley and son Ernest got as far as Appleton with many
delays and then had to send an S O S.
cellaneous. $3031 20. A. L. Maddocks were in Rockland recently.
Miss Addie Geele is caring for Mrs. j to “Dad" to come do'wn with his
was elected for the 44th time as town
and haul them the rest of the
clerk. He will be 78 years old in John Winchenbach who is ill at her | horses
way. They were four hours and over
May. Joseph Packard has also been home on Dutch Neck.
enroute. The rest of the company
first selectman of the town for 15
Harry Creamer was in Rockland came
via horse and sleigh, or rather
years, all of which stands to show Monday.
piled on horse hleds while one runndr
that these two men have been very
hit gravel as the opposite one nego
well liked by the townspeople.
DEER ISLE
tiated a snowbank. Tne next meet
ing will be at Allie Wellman's in
Mrs. Elizabeth Holderness, who has about two weeks.
KILLS 150 RATS
been spending the winter with her
The warm sun the past few days
niece Mrs. Enola M. Hathaway, re has melted the snow some. The
ON MARYLAND FARM turned to her home at Little Deer fields are yet a vast expanse of deep
white with stone walls and fences
A Maryland farmer killed 150 rats Isle Saturday.
A sociable was held by the Sunset just beginning to show. There
in 12 hours with K-R-0 (Kills Rats
C.
E.
Society
in
the
library
Thursday
should be a good grass crop the com
Only), the product made of squill, as
evening.
ing season.
recommended by the U. S. Depart
The
High
School
closed
Friday
for
Mr. and Mrs. J. D. Pease were in
ment of Agriculture, and oven-dried
a
week
’
s
vacation.
Rockland last week combining busi
under the special “Connable Pro
Mr
and
Mrs.
Carl
Haskell
gave
ness with pleasure.
cess.” K-R-0 is sure death to rats
Mrs. Albert Pease who has been
and mice but will not kill dogs, cats, a dance in their garage on Saturday
evening.
visiting her mother Mrs. Lizzie Edgepoultry, or even baby chicks. K-R-0
Flocks
of
geese
are
flying
North

comb at North Appleton returned
is today America’s most widely used
rat and mouse exterminator. Sold by ward. Robins have come and pussy home Friday.
willows
have
put
in
their
appearance
Malcolm Phillips of Camden is
druggists, poultry supply, seed
so spring must be on the wav.
visiting his grandparents, Mr.’ and
houses, on money-back guarantee.
Mrs. W. E. Hall.
All are glad to hear that Norman
Buck of Searsmont who has been
seriously ill with pneumonia is gain
ing.
I
It is understood that Alton Pease
has bought the Jennie Waterman
farm at North Appleton, recently
occupied by Elden Hannon.
Karl Wentworth of Searsmont was
.
BY
a dinner guest of his grandparents.
Mr. and Mrs. A. I. Perry Monday at
Willow Brook. Karl was selling th?
last of a beef animal recently bought
and butchered. He is an energetic
voung farmer and has to date this
spring three pairs of twin lambs and
Exclusively
two single Ones. Beginning with one
sheep a few years ago he has now 11
sheep and a registered purebred buck
*
■ Adaptable to all crops grown
besides several which he has sold. He
in Maine; A type for Potatoes, I
also has 30 purebred registered New
Zealand red rabbits, a litter of pigs
Sweet Corn, Grain—EVERY-1
and a heifer which he raised.
THING.

FREE

SEEDS

Don*

F

1

a

endall

& Whitney

GRALYNN

MAKE YOUR MOTORING D
GO FARTHER

Made in Maine

Maine Workmen

<*■<("

Maine Farms

B
J

J

•

RIGHT NOW is a good time to get
your Fertilizer Home. Mud Time is
not a great ways off.

We have a supply of PORTLAND ORGANIC
FERTILIZERS here at our STOREHOUSE.
Come in for prices and your Supply.
Rockland Tallow Co.
Rear 456 Main St.
Rockland, Me.
Portland Rendering Co.
Mfrs., Fertilizer Dept.
P. O. Box 708, Portland,

Mainer
TEL. 226

* / ORGANIC

FERTILIZERS
'Enrich The Soil Permanently

EAST WASHINGTON
W. M. Prescott was a business
visitor in Waterville Friday
George Best of Stickney Corner
was over night guest of Elwin Fitch
last week.
Mrs. Clara Overlock attended the
party given by Mrs. Josephine Fin
ley at her'home in Razorville March
20 in honor of Mrs. Irene Overlock.
Miss Esther Fuller who has been
the guest of relatives in Benton, |
Bangor and Freedom for several
weeks, was a caller Saturday at the
home of Mrs. Clara Overlock.
Mrs. Blanche Johnston was in
Waterville last week the guest of her
daughter Martha at Colby College,
Miss Martha returning home with
her on Friday for a week’s vacation.
While there Mrs. Johnston had the
pleasure of attending the concert
given at the College by Boston Sym
phony Players including Ronald
Tapley well known in Maine by his
connection with Medomak Camp.
Elbridge Lenfest of North Wash
ington is staying at Roy Light's for
an indefinite time.

SOCONY
GASOLINES:
ANNER, most popular in the non
COMPLETELY dewaxed 100%
premium field: Socony Special
kparaffine base oil that flows freely
plus Ethyl
most popular in theand maintains the proper body at all
premium s®/field. "Special” gives
temperatures. Reduces wear in your
quickest starting, saves nagging on
engine. Gives perfect piston seal, maxi
self-starter, reduces "choke gasoline”
mum power, minimum gasoline and oil
in crankcase, eliminates knocking.
consumption. YOU SAVE MONEY.
YOU SAVE MONEY.

B

vice Stations are supplied with a
line of Socony oils and greases made
to provide superior engine and chassis
lubrication. When you next stop in
for crankcase service, ask to have your
crankcase flushed with Socony Flush
ing Oil. YOU SAVE MONEY.

STANDARD OIL COMPANY OF NEW YORK

SAVE WITH SOCONY THIS SPRING

Every-Other-Day
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THOMASTON

TEA

At the lowest price possible
50

THREE CROW
BAKING POWDER
A New Discovery in the Art of Cooking

Obtained Through the Combined Efforts of the Best
Chemists and Cooks. It is a Citrus Baking Powder
Made from Three Crow Cream Tartar (a Product of
Grapes) Citric Acid (?. Product of Lemons) Abso
lutely Pure.

THE ATLANTIC SPICE COMPANY
Rockland, Maine

QUALITY MEATS
At

LOWEST PRICES
AT THE

A. & P. MARKET
462 MAIN ST.

ROCKLAND, ME.

Stretch Your Meal Dollar By Buying Your Meats'

at the A. & P. MARKET Where You Can Be As

sured of Receiving HIGH QUALITY at LOWEST

PRICES.

In Everybody’s Column

WARREN

Advertisements In th’s column not to
Mrs. Shcrbourne Kallock is sub exceed
Mrs. Fred C. Green of Watertown,
three lines Inserted once for 25
stituting at the Pleasantville school cents. 3 times for 50 cents. Additional
Mass., formerly Miss Geneva Cope
lines
5
cents
each for one time. 10 cents
in
the
absence
of
Mrs.
Lina
Smith.
land of Thomaston, had one of the
Mrs. Martha Watts and son May for three times. Six words make a line.
BE SURE TO GET RINSO
leading parts in “Jonesy,” the play
nard Watts spent Sunday in Rock
given March J6 by the Watertown
—IT WASHES CLOTHES
(p
*•* *•* *•* *•* K
land with William Maxey.
Woman’s Club. Mrs. Green upon
MUCH WHITER
Fred Overlock of the University of
other occasions has had prominence |
Maine is spending the ten day re
in business and social events.
cess with his parents, Mr. and Mrs. Ip
••• •*•*♦••••••• *•* *•**•*
Mrs. Hiram Comstock has returned
Clifford Overlook.
to her home in the Maxey house.
■
TORTOISE
shell
glasses lost
Mrs. Orrin C. Eaton returned to on Pine St. Returnrimmed
Main street.
to 45 PINE ST.
Portland Sunday with her hueband _______________________________ 36-38'
Capt. Enos Verge and family have
and daughters Marion and Fla villa.
NOTICE is hereby given of the loss
rented a tenement in the Episcopal
after spending the past week With of deposit book numbered 28348. and the
house on Green street and will move
,
owner
ot said
book
for duplicate
in
M and Mrs. Elbert Starrett.
, accordaure
wlth
theasks
provlslon
o, sute
in very soon.
Mrs.
Clarence
Spear
is
now
able
i
law.
rockland
savings
bank
.
By
Sanford Hyler left Monday for
tn
E. D 2(J
Spear.
Maine
to he
De ahnnt
aoout.
,! March
19J, Treas. Rockland.37*Th-43
Boothbay Harbor where he will be
Mrs. Flora Peahodv is receiving 1 —-i 11 i ——
employed in sailmaking.
treatment at the Deaconess Hospital1 p... ... ... <. ♦ „.......p
Tuesday the Thomaston Nurse
at Brookline. Mass. Doubtless she K
Association conducted the fifth
would be glad to hear from friends ' 2
dental clinic with nine children at
during her stay there—her address.
tending. There were six examina
15 Deaconess Road, Brookline, care
tions. two fillings, five extractions.
of hospital.
FOUR ROOM apartment, all modern.
A meeting of the Thomaston Rifle
she tells friend
Mrs. Benjamin Harding and Mrs. Brewster street; aUo 5-room tenement. I
Club was recently held at the home
modern improvements, and garage. SI 1.50 ,
Lawrence Dolham spent Monday per month. MIKE ARMATA. at the;
of W B. D. Gray for the purpose of ••Y^oN’Texperimentwithothersoaps. with Mrs. Lloyd Simmons.
Men's Shop, Park St.______________ 37-42
organizing
;anizing the said club with pie JLz You can be sure about Rinso. It
Sunday guests of Mr. and Mrs.
FURNISHED apartment to let. all
National Rifle Association. The fol gets clothes snowy white, just by
improvements. Inquire RUBEN
lowing officers were elected: Presi soaking. You don't have to scrub or John Teague were Mr. and Mrs. modern
STEIN'S.
6 Talbot avenue.
36-38
Mark Rogers and young son Richard
dent. Winifred V. Tabbutt; vice boil. How that saves the clothesl
FOUR-ROOM
tenement,
gas.
of
Camden.
president. Stanley A. Miller: secre
“Rinso is all I ever use on washday
Miss Eliza Swan of Rockland has i J.011**' APPly to 24 JAMES ST.—
tary, W. B. D. Gray; treasurer. Al
visiting her sister, Mrs. Mary ! nice large front room, flrsv floor, i
bert Elliot; executive officer. Howard —no other soap — no softener. It's been
RirbnrnnH
’ readv May 1; front room, tttlrd floor. 32
Bicknell. Matches will be arranged very economical.”
tucnmona.
SCHOOL ST. Tel. 1013-M._________35-38
each week for the shooters and the
Mr. and Mrs. Earl Dolham and “tenement of five rooms, large bedreal thrift-soap
children Robert and Alice of Rock- | room, large living room, dining room,
public is invited to attend. New
members are welcomed at any time, Cup for cup, Rinso gives twice as much land spent Sunday with Mr. and Mrs. kitchen, bathroom and basement. In' d^re P. L. HAVENER. Tel. 7M.___ 36-38
and should make application to the suds as lightweight, puffed-up soaps. Fred Peabodv.
, I MODERN flat. 5 rooms and bath. 16
secretary.
Mr. and Mrs. Herbert Munsey and j ocean st. phil sulides. opp. strand
Rich, lasting suds—even in hard water.
Mrs. Nicholas Anzalone has as
And these active suds are safe son Alton of Woolwich were Sunday j Theatre._________________________ 36-tf
Fred Starrett. j modern 4 or 5 room tenement, fine
guest Miss Ora Jarvis of Augusta..
tor your choicest linens. The guests of Mr. and Mrs. 4-Uzv
luiauuii.
location With
WILLI ui
or wivnuui,
without gurng
garage. L. A
At Charles A. Morse & Son’s boat makers ot 40 washers recom
Sunday morning at the Congrega- thurston
- -. Tei.
----------1159 Rockland
-- 36-tf
tional Church Rev. H. I. Holt will
shop a small yacht is being put in mend Rinso.
MODERN 5-room flat with bath, at
speak on "A Weeping Christ and a 109 Park St. Low rent. S. H. HALL.
frame. The boat is to be completed
Get the
Divine Program." At the vesper __________ ___________________35-37
by June 1.
BIG package.
services at 4 in the afternoon, he six room rent, first floor, ail newly
Spofford Crawford was taken to Wonderful
will
subject "Love joy,
Jov i papered J(n
and
with
or without
will have
nate for
ior aa suDject,
„ )painted,
on gt tel
1049-J.
35-37
Knox Hospital Wednesday.
for dishes,
Fruit. It will be Palm Sunday.
|*
—r------- : ——:—i
_
,
_
,
SMALL house to let. furnished. 3
Miss Josephine Davis of Monhegan too.
At the Baptist Church, the pastor 1 rooms, lights, toilet and V»ater. FLORis spending a week with Mr. and Mrs.
Rev. Howard A. Welch. Will deliver : ENCE McLAIN. 84 Crescent St. Tel. 1263.
Ferdinand Day. School street.
"The Message of Palm Sunday" at ------------------------------------------The Beta Alpha Club will meet MILLIONS USE RINSO the
wnrshin The
rooms,
tne morning
morning worsmp
ine Christian
Lnristian 2.SUMMER
car garage COTTAGE.
3 mUes from Seven
Rockiand
. To
Monday evening in the Baptist ves in tub, washer and dishpan Endeavor will meet at 6 and will be i let for the season, nelson b. cobb.
try.
led by Miss Bertha Hunt. At the | _
33-tf
Willis Morse left Wednesday for
regular 7 o'clock services a pageant
AT 23 FRANKLIN ST., Rockland 4or
without
New York city where he will join a
will be given by the World Wide room apartment, with
APPLETON
Guild entitled "Light of the World." I tlrvffie. MeS DAVID OSIER' Ryacht for the season's cruising.
Mrs. Clarenct Robinson returned
Mr. and Mrs. Ivan Sherman are There also will be several musical j FURNISHED ROOMS all modern to
j let. Apply to HILL DANE, 30 High St.
Monday after a month's visit to her guests of their parents, Mr. and Mr numbers.
30-tf
sister. Mrs. John Berry, in Andover, Albert Sherman.
Warren Grange
•
_ .pleasantly
. enter- _____
,
.
Grammar and primary school are tained the pupils of the grammar Fu^°nL^7^“Vrose f«escott
Mass.
Prof. Edgar Etaeken of the Uni in session again after a few weeks school Tuesday evening. Refresh- 24O Broadway.
27-tf
versity of Vermont will arrive this vacation.
mentswere served by the Grange, six-room house,146 Limerock St
week for a visit with his parents, Mr.
Virginia Daviswas a recent caller and the boys and girls furnished the 1 tel. 8i9-w.
27-tf
on friends about town.
entertainment.
and Mrs. A. J. Lineken.
TO LET—Modern rent in brick house
The correspondent is informed
Mrs. Joseph Gushee attended a
Mystic Rebekah Lodge will observe at 157 Talbot Ave., vacated by Supt
OVERNESS SARKESIAN. Tel
that William G. Maloney who moved Farm Bureau meeting in Union re- Past Noble Grands' Night at the next Toner.
568-W.
27-tf
to his farm in South Cushing Mon cently.
meeting, which will be in April.
TO LET—On Warren St.. 6 room tene
Shoveling snow, tapping trees and
Dana Smith arrived from New ment.
day, has sold his house on Georges
also 7 room single house on Knox
street to Oliver Hahn. His daughter making maple syrup seem to be the York Tuesday evening and will St., gas Rnd electricity. Apply at 12
WARREN ST .el. 577.
27-tf
Bernice, a graduate of Thomaston chief occupation of the boys these -pend a week with his family,
TO LET . eueirent at 38 Mechanic St
High School class of 1928 and now spring days.
------------------W. 8. KENNISTON, 176 Main St
The children have brought their
Warren folks will be pleased to MRS.
cashier in the office of the Central
Tel. 874-W.
27-tf
Maine Power Co. will remain in first spring bouquet to date, pussy- learn the Warren Taxi will make
Thomaston at the home of her sis willows, with a promise of "rrtay- daily trips to Rockland, leaving the
WHEN IN PORTLAND—You ran buy
ter. Mrs Weston Young.
flowers soon."
postoffice at 1.05, daily, except Sun copies of The Courier-Gazette, with the
Charles Ward was a recent guest day. One way, 60 cents. Tel. War home news, at Central News Co.. 66 ConMiss Muriel Reed, student nurse at
St.; or Ross News-stand, 381 *,2 Conthe Bellevue Hospital. New York, is of his schoolmate. Nathan Pease at ren 0-12.—adv.
35-36 gress
gress St.
now recovering from a severe illness. his home in North Hope.
Sherman's sawmill is once more
Her family expect her to return home
running, with a large amount of
next week.
Mrs. Isadore DeWinter who came lumber to be sawed. Charles Griffin
to attend the funeral of her uncle, and Robert Gushee have hauled
Charles W. Cogan. returned Tuesday some extra large logs out of woods
to Boston.
to mill.
A rare sight in Thomaston in these
days was witnessed Wednesday when
ROCKPORT
a horse owned and driven by Larry
Just another week until Easter. Of course you’ve got to have
Crowley ran away, starting near the
some new Easter Furnishings to kind of spruce up with. Just a few
Holy Week. March 29 to April 5.
Dunn & Elliot store. He was cap
suggestions—
tured and returned to his owner by will be observed by the churches in
town with special services each eve
Vinal Kifleran.
MEN'S SPRING SHIRTS—Beautiful patterns, big, roomy and
“Every dog has his day,” but not ning—on Sunday, Monday and Tues
full cut. These are bargains ........................... S1.00, S1.50, $2.00
manv live to the age of 15 years, as day evenings at the Baptist Church
SPRING HATS AND CAPS—Latest styles............. S1.98, S2.98, $3.98
did Brownie, owned bv Bowdoin Ler- and Wednesday, Thursday and Fri
MEN'S FANCY SWEATERS—Every' man wears them .... S2.00, $3.00
mond. who was obliged to put an end day at the Methodist Church These
EASTER TIES—In patterns that are beautiful ................. 50c, $1.00
to Brownie’s life recently. The deg meetings will begin at 7.30 The
had endeared himself to the family pastors will alternate. Rev. F F.
MEN’S STOCKINGS—Patterns that are sure to please ..... 25c, 50c
bv his kindly disposition. He was a Fowle being the speaker Sunday,
BOYS' KAYNEE BLOUSES AND SHIRTS—Latest colors 75c, $1.00
faithful watchman, a real com Tuesday and Thursday evenings
BOYS' FANCY SWEATERS—Sure to please ...... $1.00, S2.00, $2.50
panion. When Mr. Lermond went using as his subjects "What Think
BOVS’ PANTS—Shorts, Longies and Knickers ...... $1.00, S2.00, $3.00
aboard a government ship in the Ye of Christ." "Some Modern Be
BOYS’ SUITS—Just arrived ............................... $8.00, $10.00, $12.00
Wdrld War he took Brownie with trayals of Christ," "He Took It
Our line of WASH SUITS this yfar are the test and the lowest
him. and together they crossed the Unto Himself." Rev. George F.
priced we ever saw—beauties at.................59c, $1.00, $2.00, $3.00
Currier
will
speak
on
Mondav.
Wed

At'antic, visiting in the line of dutv
nesday
and
Friday
evenings,
his
sub

the Bermudas. Prance, England and
Don't think because our prices are low that we are lowering the
Spain. For a time the ship w’as at jects being “Jesus Cleanses the
quality of the merchandise. Everything in our line is much cheaper
Temple."
“
Judas
Bargains,
to
Betrav
Savannah. Ga. Sinoe the war ex
for us to buy and wc are passing the reduction on to our customers.
perience he has lived a quiet life in His Master,” "The World's Greatest
Sacrifice."
Thomaston, trotting back and forth
from his home on Hilt street to his
American girl rushed by the Prince I
master's place of business at the Cor
of Wales at Panama City says H. R. j
ner.
The Congregational and Metho- H. is “not a bit offish." She was not, j
diet Churches have decided to con however, referring to his horseman
tinue as a Federated Church under ship—Arkanas Gazette.
the leadership of Rev. H. F. Leach.
The experience of the past two years
has shown the wisdom of their
action.
The Pythian Sisters will serve a
"town meeting dinner" in the K. of
P. rooms Monday. Good service and
an amnle meal is assured.
Landlord Leighton of the Knox
Hotel is putting his house in order
for another season's business. Floors
are being scraped and refinished,
and the furniture made to look like
new. The house Is very attractive
and homelike.
The American Legion Auxiliary
will hold a cooked food sale Friday
at 2 o'clock in R. W. Walsh’s store.
Mrs. Hazel Anzalone. Mrs. Edith
Clark and Mrs. Edna Smith are In
charge.

All Beef Sold In This Market is U. S.

GOVERNMENT INSPECTED.

THE BEST MONEY
CAN BUY

“I never saw such
soapy suds”

Hear
Tony Cabooch,
Anheuscr - Busch’s
one-man-radio
show every Mon
day night over the
Columbia Broad

casting System.

AYER'S

GLENMERE

Comparison is the way to judge quality . . . If you
have not used Budweiser Barley-Malt Syrup, give it
a trial. Superior quality of raw materials—expert
knowledge in the manufacturing —the largest
and best equipped plant—qualify us to say that
Budweiser Barley-Malt Syrup is “the best money
can buy.” In the big red can. Sold everywhere.

Budweiser
Barley-Malt Syrup

the House of

ANHEUSER-BUSCH
ST. LOUIS BM183

As we are often known by the company we keep, so is a Feed often
known by the Company that makes it. CHIXSAVER is manufac
tured by TIIE ELMORES.
CHIXSAVER is manufactured according to an OLD and TRIED
formula. It is not a new Chick Starter. The Formula is one that
has long been known to reduce mortality among chicks to a mini
mum, and to he indueive to maximum growth. Many users report
as high as 95% of their chicks successfully raised.

CHIXSAVER has not been made to sell at a price, but was made to
be an ideal food for BABY CHICKS,‘with the result that CHIX
SAVER is the best food for the delicate CHICK that money and
modern Poultry Science can produce.
Ask your DEALER for CHIXSAVER, the IDEAL FOOD for BABY
CHICKS. You can't go WRONG as full feeding Directions arc to
be found in every Bag or Package.
Elmore's complete line of Poultry, Dairy and Stork Feeds, Guaran
teed to give Satisfaction by the following dealers or your Money
Refunded.

A

JLook for the KedHub Cap

It pays to buy the best
Use qualityproductsjroni

CHIXSAVER

TO LET

WILLIS AYER

LIGHT OR DARK —RICH IN BODY
— FLAVOR JUST RIGHT

ELMORE'S

: LOST AND FOUND ;

“Fresh From the Gardens”

for fine quality tea

REMIND ME TO TAKE HOME
SOME LAUNDRY SOAP

Mrs. Edward Grindle of Rockland
is visiting her father. Wesley Winca
paw while her husband has employ
ment at Bingham.
Thelma Miller who has been at
tending school at Port Clyde is pass
ing the vacation with her aunt, Mrs.
Walter Barter.
The ladies’ circle will meet with
Mrs. Frank Wiley Thursday after
noon.
Mrs. Byron Davis is guest of her
daughter, Mrs. Chauncey Keene in I
Rockland.
Arthur Pratt returned Saturday to
his home in Martinsville, having been
a guest of his sister, Mrs. Leonard
Seavey.
Mrs. Arthur Davis and daughter j
Hilda of Port Clyde have been guests
of Mrs. Davis’ parents, Mr. and Mrs.'
Winslow Watt, the past week.
Mrs. Orris Hupper has returned;
home after a visit with friends in
Middleboro and Medford, Mass.
Samuel Davis of Port Clyde was a ;
Sunday guest of his brother Charles.
The middle class is the one that is
able to live in public as the rich do
by living in private as the poor do.
—Publishers Syndicate.

The increase in wet sentiment
should be a warning to bootleggers
and hijackers. If they do not mend
their ways, they will have their law
taken away from them. New Yorker.

Many Styles and Colors!
"VTOU can select any carriage, stroller, or sulky from
J" our showing of new models witti the assurance
that it has been designed to meet every requirement
for Baby’s comfort and your convenience. There are
carriages with the new Baby Vision Mirror (which
keeps baby ccnstantly in sight while wheeling), car
riages with handy storage pockets, new ha’nd brakes,
de luxe hub caps, and other modern features. These
beautiful carriages are genuine Heywood-Wakefield
styles with the nationally famous red hub caps. Drop
in and see the handsome new designs—you will be
agreeably surprised by the reasonable prices we have
made on this quality merchandise.

STONINGTON FURNITURE CO.
313-319 Main Street

Telephone 890

,

Rockland, Me.

THERE IS NO BETTER FEEDS AT ANY PRICE
Economy Flour & Feed Co.
Rockland, Me.

The Payson Co.
Rockland, Me.

S. E. Winchenbach
Waldpboro, Me.

E. N. Duffy, Camden, Me.

37-52

FOR SALE

WANTED

CLARION range, gas range and library! CASHIER wanted for Main street store,
table tpt 1003-M.
37*391 Must have some knowledge of shorthand
--------------------------------------------------------- I and typewriting. Write giving experlPOTATOES grown from certified seed, euce and references. A B. C.. care
fine stock. $1.25 per bu. CHARLES M. j Courier-Gazette.
37-tf
37-39 I
COMERY. Thomaston.
.......... ...... ..........
, ,
_____ '
SEAMSTRESS wanted to do part time
PRACTICALLY new single car garage WOI-]t O11 own machine at home. Phone
for sale: to be moved from premises' r cal, t CURTISS-WRIGHT HANGAR.
TEL, 272-W.______________________ 37*39 j 1226
37-lt
i
REAL VERMONT maple sugar and
BOARDERS and roomers wanted at 49
syrup for sale. Orders will be received
36-38
for sugar and syrup now being made ukewsjek di.
S^r'sSrar^c^es^^und'^O^c^UJ ELDERLY PEOPLE to board In pleassuaar 5 lb nails $2 sugar, cream ill ant country home. Good food and care.
Hb cartonsP 50 cents Made on
V. D.. care The Courier-Gazette.
35-37
home farm in Vermont. GEORGE H.
37-39!
WELCH. Phone 1047.
.«> •». •••
*•* *•* ••• *•*

HAYWARD-WAKEFIELD baby carri
age. reversible body, in good condition.
TEL. 273-J.
36-33
*•*■•••••••*•*•* 8$
PIPELESS FURNACE. In A-l condition.
aft*r Mav 1. Price very reasonable. Ap
EXPERIENCED
middle
- aged house
ply 32 SCHOOL ST. Tel. 1013-M.
36-38
keeper wanted, some care of child. TEL.
36-38
FINE FLEMISH GIANT rabbits. Call Camden 2319.
at once, as about to ship away for Easter
GIRL WANTED to do general house
J- H. HOLBROOK, Apply at 22 Camden work
at WINDSOR HOTEL
36-38
36*38
St. Tel. 639-W
'
WANTED—Position as chef or allSINGLE PHASE MOTOR. 1»2 horse
power, cost $55. will* sell for $25. AR- round cook
Best of references Can
THUR F. LAMB, 301 Main St. Tel. 69. I start ahy time. HORACE T. PERRY. 5
32-37 Wadsworth St., Thomastou.
7-tf

!

BABY STROLLER in pood condition
Will sell cheap. Apply CARRIE ROBISHAW. 31 Edwards St. Tel. 762-M.
________________________________ 33*33,
SECOND HAND refrigerators for sale,
both ice and electric. CENTRAL MAINE
POWER CO.. Main street store.
36*38
NEW BUNGALOW for sale, five rooms
Price low for quick sale. EVA AMES. 25
Elm St. Tel. 1293.
36*38
TWO JERSEY COWS for sale. JOHN
SIMMONS, Angler’s Farm, Union. R F D
36-38
NEW large trunk for sale. Inquire 21
ORIENT ST. Tel. 1112-M._________ 36-38
De LAVAL (/REAM Separator for sale.
*.n good condition. MARY ANDERSON.
West Meadow road. Tel. 1175.
35*37
BABBIDGE ESTATE. 25 Maverick St.,
for sale, consisting of 8 room house,
double lot, Irult trees and berries. In
quire P. N BARTLETT. 112 North Main
St.
34-39
FOR SALE—Dry cord wood. $10, Junks,
$12; wood fitted and under cover. $14. O.
H. CRIE. Thomaston. Tel. 122-2. 27-tf
WHEN IN BOSTON-—You can buy
copies of The Courier-Gazette, with the
home news, at the Old South News
Agency. Washington St., next Old South
Church: also at M. Andelman’s. 284 Tre
mont St.

*•* *•* *•• *•»*♦*••• *•• ••• *•• •••
’
♦
♦

*•<•••

________ _________________

.«• •«. •••

♦

*•• ■•* ••**•**•••••••« $^

MISCELLANEOUS
*•••••»• *•* *•* *•* *•* *•• *•* *•* *•* *•* ’•**•* $^
I AM READY to clean chimneys, at
reasonable rates. Address TONY THE
GREEK. 5 Donohue row.
36-38
UKELELE lessons in class or private.
Learn to play by music or chords. New
ukes.
strings,
etc.—
for- sale. Let
’ me
_________
_ pegs. ___
string up your uke at cost of materials
only.
Sax and trombone for rent.
EMMA R HARVIE. 10 Berkeley St. Tel.
7C9-M.
36-38
CARPETS CLEANED, windows washed,
janitor work and house cleaning of all
kinds. Address or call ARTHUR W. SUL
LIVAN. 24 Holmes St.. City. Best of ref
erences.
36*48
STRANGE FLUID charges batteries In
stantly. Known as Lightning, this
amazing invention of science has stood
severe tests with proven records? Light
ning increases the life of batteries and en
ables them to hold their charge indeflnnltely. Dead batteries charge as if by
magic. Old batteries act like new. Let
Lightning save your battery today
and your troubles are over. LIGHTNING
SERVICE STATION. 6 Kelley lane.
Rockland.
36*38

AND BUILDER-Carpen
n terCARPENTER
work of all kinds. FRANCIS L.
j

REAL ESTATE
*•* *•* *•• *•* *•* *•* *•* *•* *•* *•* *•* *••*♦•••• l)J

FARM on Lake Ave.. 10 minutes walk
from the car line. Nice orchard, good"
buildings all connected and good repair'
inside and out. GEORGE M. SIMMONS.
23 Tillson Ave. Tel. 4. Rockland. 37-39
SMALL FARM from Rockville across to
Simonton’s Corner. GEORGE M. SIM
MONS. 23 Tillson Ave. Tel. 4 Rockland.
37-39
SMALL FARM at Pleasantville, make
a good hen farm. Will sell on easv
terms. GEORGE M. SIMMONS. 23 Till
son Ave. Tel. 4. Rockland.
37-39
NICE house lot on Middle St. GEORGE
M SIMMONS. 23 Tillson Ave. Tel. 4.
Rockland.
37-39
WILL sell business from Tillson Ave.
through to Winter St. Will sell sepa
rately. GEORGE M. SIMMONS. 23 Till
son Ave. Tel 4. Rockland
37-39
O'NEIL property on Tillson avenue.
GEORGE M. SIMMONS. 23 Tillson Ave
Tel. 4. Rockland.
37-39
DUCK hatching eggs for sale from
thoroughbred white pekins, the breed
that grows big. V. E. GROVER. Tel.
1088.
37-39
178 ACRE FARM. 8 acres broken up
with enough dressing to plant with.
Nice large orchard, all kinds of apples.
Pond on place, lots of blueberries; 90
foot barn, nice house, all kinds of hen
houses. Located on the State road at
Rockville. GEORGE M SIMMONS. 23
Tillson Ave. Tel. 4. Rockland.
37-39
FIVE COTTAGES—three Megunticook
Lake, one Crescent Beach and one Sears
port. GEORGE M. SIMMONS, 23 Tillson
Ave. Tel. 4. Rockland.
37-39
AT UNION COMMON E. A. Matthews
place, house, ell and barn, electric lights
and water; 2’/2 A. land, about 50 fruit
trees, near schools, church, P. O. and
railroad. Price right. Also 19 A. lot
with 500 apple trees, good fruit. M. R
MILLER. East Union. Me.
36*38
A WHALE of a bargain in Vinalhaven.
the wharf and buildings known as the
Tolman place for $1,500 or terms. Ap
ply E. L. COOMBS, Vinalhaven, Me.
32*37
_______
FOR SALE—Modern house. 6 rooms
and bath, garage. A. B. HIGGS. 140 Tai
bot Ave. Tel. 711.
27-tf
FOR SALE—Six room house, garage,
electric lights and water, double lot of
land. Pleasant Gardens, for sale on
rent plan. $1500. $15 month. V. F.
STUDLEY. 69 Park St. Tel. 1080. 27-tf
FOR SALE—Penobscot Bay farms and
cottages for sale and rent, attractive
prices. Ideal loactions, tea, houses, and
shore lots. ORRIN J. DICKEY. Belfast,
Maine.
27-tf

TO LET

SITUATIONS

TILL8ON, Thomaston.____________ 32*37
MARCEL WAVING. 50c; shampooing,
50c. MADELYN McCABE. 20 Oak St.
Tel. 191.
26’37-tf
LET E. A. KNOWLTON file your saw®
and repair your furniture at 216 LIMEROCK ST. Tel. 1010.______________ 27-tf
SADIES—Reliable stock of hair good®
at the Rockland Hair Store. 24 Elm St.
Mall orders solicited. H. C. RHODES.
Tel. 519-J.
72-tf
PRUNING, grafting, trees taken down;
agent Chase Bros, nurseries.
A. J.
HENRY. Thomaston. Tel. 32-3.
27*38

•••

;

•••

••• ••• ••• *•« •«.

*•* *•* *•*

AUTOMOBILES ♦
*•* *•* ••* *•* ••**••*•**<• *•• *•* ••* $£

HALF TON Ford truck, also automatic
shot gun. both good condition. MAY
NARD Young. Valley View St., opp. air
port.
37-39
HALF TON 1927 G. M. C. trucK. en
closed body, doors on rear. $150. will ex
change for Ford Coupe; electric coffee
mill, $25. cost $60; rolled top oak desk,
five drawers, pigeon holes in top. $25,
cost $55. J. D. McEDWARD. Union. Me.
Tel. 10-21.
34*39

«••«•« ••> ••• ••• •••

; EGGS AND CHICKS \
$$, ••• ••• ••• •••
••• ••• ••• ••• n
S. C. R. I. REDS—Baby chicks from
standard utility stock.
Msine ac
credited. April 20 to May. 18c. after
May 1. small lots. 16c each, 500 or more
15c each. Hatching eggs. Write or
phone E. C. TEAGUE. Warren. Me. Tel.
13-42.
35-tf
R. I RED CHICKS can book a few
hundred for April, hatching capacity
1000 chicks per week, price $16 per 100.
C. E. OVERLOCK. Warrell Tel. 3-4.
32*37

e S. C. R. I. REDS—Baby chicks from
standard utility stock. Maine accredited.
They make healthy, productive hens.
Price per 100. $20; 500. $19; 1000 and up.
$18. Hatching eggs. Write or phone. E.
C. TEAGUE. Warren. Me. Tel. 13-42
Warren.
11-tf

BARRED PLYMOUTH Rock Chicks,
for sale $20 per 100: S.C.R.I. Chicks. $16
per 100: White Leghorn Chicks. $14 per
loo. from our own breeders. On display
at 656 Main St. R. W DAVIS & SONS,
Rockland. Me. Tel. 891 and 591-M.
32-37
BABY CHIX. Wyllle's S.C. Reds. Bred
for eggs, type and color. State accred
ited for white diarrhoea $18 a 100 post
paid for April 21 and 23; May $16 for
500. $1 and 1000 $2 less a 100. Safe ar
rival guaranteed. F. H. WYLLIE & SON,
Thomaston. Me . Route 1.
27-tf
FOR SALE—R. I. Red Chicks. State
accredited $15 per 100. W L MERRIAM,

Fine Suite of Offices, newly painted,
papered and thoroughly cleansed,
sellings whitened and floors refinished.
Over Huston-Tuttle Book Co. Terms
very reasonable. I,. F. CHASE, 45
Middle Street. Tel. 1185-W
22tf Union Maine.' Telephone 8-5.

21-tt

Every-Other-Day
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FRIENDSHIP

FRIDAY-SATURDAY

Inflamed by love . . . and hate
Ikf//

//////A
' ////

thrilling story..
dynamic action.,

r stupendous spectacle

*9?
/

FLO

ith ELEANOR 8OAR0MAN
MONTE BLUE

- DAVID NEWELL

With a maddened river threatening death and
destruction he faced the greatest problem of his
life—what was his choice?
ALSO

LAUREL & HARDY in “BE BIG”
“SPELL OE CIRCUS”

NEWS

NOW PLAYING, “KEPT HUSBANDS”

Home of
Paramount
Pictures

One
of the
Publix Theatres

FRIDAY-SATURDAY
i

and

Roars

■

Romance

zT

As a lyric writer he’s a bust
on Broadway—till that little
scamp called Cupid jazzes up
a modern version of "Home
Sweet Home” that sends this
honeymoon pair scampering
happily back to Schenectady.
t

JACK OAKIE
IN

“JUNE MOON”
A Paramount Hit, with

FRANCES DEE,

WYNNE GIBSON
ADDED

“KING OE' WILD” No. 4
“LOOSER THAN LOOSE”
PARAMOUNT NEWS

NOW PLAYING
"THE PRODIGAL" with
LAWRENCE TIBBETT

Home of Para
mount Pictures

A Paramount
Publix Theatre
SHOWS AT 2.00. 6.30, 8.30.

SAT. CONTINUOUS 2.00 TO 10.30

Society

In addition to personal notes regard-' Miss Alcada Hall and Miss Elizai2f„?
;j^^„Bndesires
rt».^Lv±f^
s.^epartof; beth
entertained with
ment epespecially
information
. , , Knight
, ,
,____ five
. I
roclal happenings, parties, musicals, etc. tables of bridge and luncheon reNotes sent by mall or telephone will be i cently at Miss Knight’s home on
gladly received.
Frederick street. Honors fell. to- -Mrs..
TELEPHONE
.........
_____________
........ 7,0 or ,94"w Gerald Smead, Dan Snow, Miss
[ Peggy Pratt, Jack Black and Herbert
There will be a business meeting ; Sanborn.
of the Women's Society of the Uni-------versalist Church after the regular \ Tuesday evening a family of 10 sat
circle supper next Wednesday eve- down to a 6 o'clock birthday dinner
n*nBJ in honor of Norma, 8-year-old
------daughter of Mr. and Mrs. Rhama
Miss Daphne Winslow, a teacher in Philbrick at their Chestnut street
the Norway schools, is expected home home. A jonquil centerpiece and
Saturday for a week’s vacation.
Easter decorations added to the
Mr. and Mrs. Streeter Webster en festive appearance of the table and
Norma was made very happy by the
tertained in honor of Mr. and Mrs. gift of a beautiful three-room doll |
Frank McDonald of Lee Monday eve house from her grandfather, E. H
ning at a bridge luncheon of three Philbrick.
tables. Mrs. McDonald was former- |
_____
| ly Miss Leona Reed of Owl's Head. ; Mrs. C. O. Perry is spending the
Honors fell to Mrs. Harry Webster, ' week in Boston as Jhe guest of her
Mr. McDonald and Mrs. Franklin , sister, Mrs. G. F Blood.
J Manning. Other guests were Mr. and \
——«.
,
Mrs. Ca.rl Reed. Mr. and Mrs. Paul
Clifford Cameron, young son of ,
Seavey, Mr. and Mrs. Franklin , Mr. and Mrs. W. S. Cameron enter[ Manning, and Miss Lillias Reed.
(tained several of his small friends at
-------a party Mondav afternoon in honor
Mr. and Mrs. G. L. Quinn left J of his third birthday at his home on
i Tuesday for a few weeks’ visit in Broadway. Easter decorations were
I North Haven.
j in order, a large bouquet of jonquils
------and pussywillows serving as the cenMrs. C. E. Johnson who has been I terpiece. A dainty lunch featuring
the guest of her daughter, Mrs. Fred ice cream and birthday cake was
1 Snow, Ocean street, has returned to served. Games were played with '
| her home in Westfield, N. Y.
Jane Perry winning the prize for ]
pinning the tail on the donkey and
Mrs. Louis E. Shaw, who has been Patty Perry for finding the most I
! the guest of relatives and friends in eggs in the Easter egg hunt. Clif
| this city the past week, has returned ford received many fine gifts. At the
close of the party a picture of the
to her home in East Orange, N. J.
i entire group was taken.
Other
MacNeil Brown of this city, who is guests were Betty O’Brien, Diana
! attending the Game Conservation In Cameron, Vance Norton Jr., and Al
stitute in Clinton, N. J., is spending bert Havener, Jr.
the Easter vacation in Kerry Tuck
The T.H.E. Club was entertained
I Sound, N. C., guest of Carlin Doxey,
Tuesday evening at the home of Mrs
a classmate.
Ethel Gonia with supper and cards
Mrs. Leroy Toner, Mrs. Kenneth Mrs. Lena Sargent. Mrs. Bernice
Mrs. Mildred Richardson
| Spear and Mrs. H. P. Blodgett mo- , Havener,
J _
, tored to Augusta this morning to at- a'ld Mrs- Gertrude Boody carried off
; tend a hearing before the legislature Jtbe honors,
on the supervision of public health
The members of the social and out
I nurses.
ing committees of the Methebesec
Browne Club will meet at the Bap Club were pleasantly entertained at
tist vestry Friday evening to tack a the home of the president, Mrs Irene
quilt. Miss Christol Cameron and Moran Tuesday. Games and sew
ing occupied the evening.
Mrs. Olive Wilson will be hostesses.
The annual meeting of the Pro
Mrs. Eugene Stoddard entertained
the Thimble Club at her home on gressive Literary Club will be held
April 7 with dinner at the Thorndike,
I Grove street Monday evening.
after which the club will adjourn to
home of Mrs. Lucia Burpee
| Mrs. Susie Davis was hostess to the the
where the business meeting will be
Wawenock Club Monday evening. held.
Miss Anna Coughlin, an hon
I Quotations from Ruskin were given orary member of the club, will be the
in response to the roll call. The club speaker of the afternoon. Members
study for this year has beerr a will be privileged to invite guests.
travelogue or cruise around the
world.
Monday evening's papers,
There were seven tables at the
“Across the Channel to London" by bridee partv given bv the members
Mrs. Abbie Campbell and “To Liver of Ruth Mavhew Tent at Grand
pool and Home’’ by Mrs. Evelyn Snow Army hall last Tuesday evening.
completed the tour.
Mrs. Helen Paladino was hostess.
Honors went to Mrs. E. C. Boody, Jr..
Mr. and Mrs. H. P. Blodgett mo- Mrs. Henrv Jordan. Mrs. S. A. Burpee.
| tored to Jefferson Sunday to inspect Mrs. Elizabeth Murray, Mrs. Alice
the new cottage building for them Robbine. Mrs. Olive Sylvester, and
1 on tiie shore of Jefferson La':;, cn Mrs Lillian Cotton. A buffet lunch
what was formerly a pait of the was served.
>
| Jackson farm.
Mrs. Lena K. Sargent will be 1The Itooevik Club met Tuesday aft- Boston next week attending the
ernoon at the home of Mrs. Nellie meeting of the Association of Eastern
Peterson. Granite street. Sewing on Commercial Teachers.
Rockland
patchwork occupied the afternoon, Commercial College will be closed
i Tne next meeting will be at 'he home April 2 and 3.
j of Mrs. Nettie Perry, Talbot avenue,
Apiil 7.
Mr. and Mrs. Elmer Teel and Miss
Dorothy Blackington were weekend
The auxiliary unit of Winslovz- guests of their uncle, Capt. Ernest
I Holbrook Post Is to hold a social get- Ginn, Portland.
’ to-gether party at the Legion rooms
' next Monday evening at 8 o'clock.
The Y P.B. will meet with Miss
’ Invitations have been sent to the Le Alena Young. North Main street this
gion posts of Camden, Thomaston, evening at 7.30. Leader. Miss Vivian
Union, and Rockland and their auxili Chaplcs. topic. "What the Saloon
ary units. Members of the organiza Meant To Young People." Mrmbers
tion are urged to remember the date are asked to take Faster cards and
“sunshine envelopes.”
and plan to attend.

Mrs. R. E. Thurston and Mrs. Leo
Howard entertained a waffle party at
Mrs. Howard's home on Maverick
street Tuesday with Miss Eleanor
Bird as honor guest.

When You

CAN'T
QUIT

The Sewing Circle of the American
Legion auxiliary will meet at the
Legion rooms next Monday afternoon at 1.30. Sewing for the annual
fair which will take place April 18
Most condensed and comprehen
will be the order of the day.
sive aid to Contract Bridge, by the
best authority, Buxton, 50 cents at
Mr. and Mrs. Everett Philbrook Huston-Tuttle's.—adv.
36-38
and son Charles and Mr. and Mrs.
Everett Robinson and daughter
Let the People’s Laundry. Limerock
Frances motored to Southwest Har-I street, clean your rugs and carpets.
bor Sunday and were dinner and Tel. 170.—adv.
36-tf
over night guests of relatives.
We have stock and mutual casuMiss Sarah Sansom and nephew, ality companies to take care of your
Kenneth Smith, motored Saturday automobile insurance. We have
from Bath where Miss Sansom had stock and mutual companies to take
been spending the week with her sis care of your fire insurance. We rep
ter. .Mrs. Harry Smith. Mr. Smith resent five marine companies to take
returned home Sunday.
care of your yacht and fishing boats
and builders’ risk insurance. Phone
Mr. and Mrs. Sidney Jones are 675 and representative will call.
1 moving from Willow street into the Roberts & Veazie, Inc. M. F. Love
, Dorman house, Warren street, in the joy, Mgr.. Masonic Temple.
36-tf
tenement recently occupied by Mr.
Murch.

Fatigue is the signal to rest Obey
it if you can. Wheh you can’t, keep
cool and carry-on in comfort.
Bayer Aspirin was meant for
just such times, for it insures your
comfort. Freedom from those pains
that nag at nerves and wear you
down. One tablet will block that
threatening headache while it is
still just a threat. Take two or
three tablets when you’ve caught a
cold, and that’s usually the end
of it.
Carry Bayer Aspirin when you
travel. Have some at home and
keep 6omc at the office. Like an
efficient secretary, it will often
“save the day” and spare you many
uncomfortable, unproductive hours.
Perfectly harmless, so keep it
handy, keep it in mind, and use it.
No man of affairs can afford to
ignore the score and more of uses
explained in the proven directions.
From a grumbling tooth to those
rheumatic pains which seem almost
to bend the bones, Bayer Aspirin
is ready with its quick relief—and
always works. Neuralgia. Neuritis.
Any nagging, needless pain.

By NELLIE MAXWELL
Drudgery Is as necessary to
call out tho treasures of the
mind as harrowing and plant
ing, those of tho earth.—Mar
garet Fuller.

Hints for Homemakers

'T'RY adding a bit of grated lem1 on rind with the usual season
ings for pumpkin pie; it gives an
added flavor.
In every well furnished kitchen
one should find accurate scales and
measuring utensils, a pair of shears
to be used only in the preparation
of food; and since the success of
a dish depends often upon timing
its cooking or baking, a reliable
clock.
When cooking squash, wash nnd
scrub lt well, then cut into conven
ient sized pieces to go into the
steamer. Cook until tender, then
scoop out the squash, mash, sea
son with butter, cream, salt and a
grating of orange peel. A small
amount of sugar adds much to
various dishes, fresh vegetables,
meats and meat sauces. It accen
tuates the various flavors, binds
them Into a harmonious whole and
enriches the color.
When starting out for a day of
shopping buy or carry a small
package of your favorite candy.
When feeling ready to drop with
fatigue eat a piece of candy and
see how quickly you are pepped
up. It will drive away that ex
hausted feeling and give you plen
ty of energy to carry on. Sugar is
one of the world's greatest energy
foods. The hundreds of pounds of
candy that were consumed by Ad
miral Byrd’s men during their long
Antarctic winter will testify to its
value. Another point to remember
In eating candy or sugar in any
form is that It quickly passes
into the circulation and becomes
available to build up energy.
A turkish towel or piece of
heavy outing flannel placed on the
draining board or In the bottom of
the dish pan when washing deli
cate china will save many a treas
ured dish from breakage. The
habit of so many dish washers is
to place half a dozen fragile cups
together in a pan of water and
while floating around the bandies
are sure to be knocked off or
cracked. With china ns expensive
as it is today, we need to use great
care in handling it.
Add a few drops of lime juice to
honeydew melons when serving.

Mrs. Maud Blodgett, Mrs. Ruth
Ellingwood. Mrs. Nina Beverage, Mrs
j Ethel Lovejoy and Mrs. Orissa Meri ritt motored to Orono Tuesday to
I attend the Maine Federation Day j
i celebration at the University of
Maine. The meetings were held in
Old Alumni Hall. Special speakers
1 included Mrs. Julian A. Dimock of
j Vermont, Miss Ella K. Gardner of
the Children's Bureau, Department
of Labor, Washington. D. C. Prof
Marion D. Sweetman, Prof. Pearl S |
I Green and the Rev. John M. Mark ’
I of Arlington. Mass. Opportunity was
given to inspect the “Farm Week"
, exhibit at Merrill Hall, the new
' chemistry building . The program
j closed with a reception at the home
I of Mrs Harold S. Boardman. The
delegation reports a delightful time,
outstandingly good speakers, perfect ;
weather and reasonably' good trav- '
cling.

Lois Wilson. H. B. Warner and Olive '
Borden play in "Wedding Rings" at
the Playhouse, Saturday; also the ,
third chapter of the serial, “The Jade 1
Box,” and Aesops Fables.
Miss Marjorie Simmons of South
Waldoboro visited Mrs. Gladys
Fletcher over the weekend.
Schools are closed for the annual
spring vacation.
Capt. William Wincapaw and his
father Charles Wincapaw of New!
York were in town Monday calling on j
relatives and old friends.
Mr. and Mrs. Myron E. Mank and j
daughter Lucille of Rockland were
Sunday guests of Mrs. Mank's par- j
ents, Mr. and Mrs. Albion Wotton.
Miss Margaret Simmons who at
tends the Eastern State Normal
School at Castine, is at home for the
Easter vacation.
Luther Wotton has closed his |
school at Martinsville and is at home
for three weeks’ vacation.
The death of Mrs. Lewis Burns oc
curred at her home in Portland
March 23 after several weeks’ illness
of pneumonia. Surviving relatives
besides her husband, are a daughter
Frances, a son Robert M., her father
and mother, Mr. and Mrs. John
Mitchell, two sisters Mrs. Ellis Young
and Miss Mildred Mitchell, and a
brother Robert Mitchell. Funeral
services were held at the home of
her father Wednesday afternoon, in
terment being in the Harbor ceme
tery.

EASTER

s!l
fresh .

C9

Sewter
x

beautiful
long-
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blooming
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and plants

THE LITTLE FLOWER SHOP
“SILSBY’S”
* 371 MAIN STREET

ning at the home of Mr. and Mrs.
Rodney Feyler in Thomaston.
William Maxwell has rented the
Charles Oliver farm of Elden Borne
man.
The Ledge school began Monday
with Mis. Madeline Kane as teacher.
James Richards spent the weekend
with his brother Samuel in Friend
ship.'
Wilder Moore of Warren has been
SOUTH WALDOBORO
doing papering for Mrs. W. O. Pitcher.
Mr. and Mrs. George T. Palmer and | Mr. and Mrs. Floyd Wotton and
two children were guests of A. B. Mrs. A. J. Genthner were guests of
Little in Bristol Sunday.
Thomas Creamer at Dutch Neck Sun
Mr. and Mrs. Foster Jameson. Mr. day.
and Mrs. Austin Winchenbach were
Mr. and Mrs. Eben Buker of Rich
entertained at cards Saturday eve- | mond were weekend guests at G. A.

ROCKLAND
37-38
Palmer's. Mrs. Serena Winchenbachl
who has been their guest for fourl
weeks, returned to her home here|
with them.
The Ladies' Aid of the M. E. Churchl
will meet with Mrs. Gladys Winchen-|
bach April 1.
VINALHAVEN & ROCKLAND
STEAMBOAT CO.
WINTER ARRANGEMENT
Steamer leaves Swan’s Island at 530|
A. M . Stonington 6 25. North Haven 7 25,1
Vinalhaven 8.15, due to arrive at Rcck-|
land about 9.30.
Return—Leaves Rockland at 1.30 P. M„
Vinalhaven 2 45. North Haven 3 30, Ston-I
i Ington at 4.40; due to arrive at Swan’al
Island about 6 00 P. M.
B. H. STINSON, General Agent.
143-tt
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The Easter Gift is becoming a charming custom . New gifts arc here.

Easter Gloves
Gloves are more important this Spring than for some years past, the longer glove f

is essential to the smart outfit.

(©. 1930. Western Newspaper Union 1

Wide wrists that wrinkle.

Top flares. Correct colors.

Mr. and Mrs. W. O. Fuller who
have been spending the winter in
Florida, are heading northward, and
will be guests for a week or two cf
Julius Mathews in Pinehurst. N. C.

Mrs. Jessie Dolham has received
word that her brother Charles Prince,
has recently had an ill turn at his
home in Rockport.
The Rockland Commercial College
will hold a social and dance at The
Thorndike grill next Tuesday eve
ning.

Miss Helen Mills is confined to Tier
home, Warren street, with a severe
cold.

-i Buy your gloves now before the last minute rush.

Frank O. Keach has returned
from North Adams, Mass., where he
went to attend the funeral of his
father-in-law, Mr. Martin, last
week. Mrs. Keach will remain there
some time longer.

"holds up the

Our selection is better.

You

have more time to be properly fitted.

French Kid Slip-ons

SCIENTIFIC

New Washable Cape

6, 8, 12 button

Featuring more style, beauty
and value, than has been possible
at this price in many years.

Colors:

Imported

washable

kid in

the longer lengths with Jaunty

Individual cull.

Beige, White, Eggshell, Pink
White

4.50 and 5.50

1.98

3.98 to 5.50

FOR EASTER

Of

Beige, Brown, Black

Priced

Fifteen New Styles

French Kid Slip-on

Slip-ons

A smart dressy glove In the
new longer length to wear with
dresses and suits—two tone ef
fects in black with egg-shell,
brown with egg-shell, also plain
colors, black, white, pink and
egg-shell.

arch

Beautifully molded to fit the foot
from toe to heel

Van Kaalte Fauntex
Van Raalte “Chamois
Suede”

4 and 8 button

12 button, wrinkle wrist.

Colors: Black, White, Eggshell.
AA to EE

$4.95
Brown and Black Kid
Every pair guaranteed to give
satisfaction

(these can be tinted)

A washable glove in Eggshell
and White

1.50

2.25

Van Raaltc’s Suede
Fabric
Slip-on and fancy flare cuffs.
Plain or contrasting colors in
all wanted colors, and washaBfc.

1.00

The Gloves you want—at the price you want to pay

On Sale Saturday
AA to EE

®

$4.05
Black. Brown, Bicge Trim

Get tjic genuine tablets, stamped
with the Bayer cross. They are of
perfect purity, absolute uniformity,
and have the same action every time.
Why experiment with imitations
costing a few cents less? The saving
is too little. There is too much at
stake. But there is economy in the
purchase of genuine Bayer Aspirin
tablets in the large bottles.

I

Happy whist players thronged
Temple hall last night, patronizing
the partv given by Good Cheer Sew
ing Circle which netted $65 for a de
serving local case. There were 16
tables, with these winners: Dr. Marv
Reuter, Mrs. Nellie McKinney. Mrs.
Ibrook Cross, A. R. Bachelder. Mrs.
Lucius York, Mrs. Fred H. Achorn,
Leroy F. Chase, Nettie Lord. Mrs.
Emily Stevens. Mrs. A. R. Bachelder,
Mrs. John M. Richardson. Mrs.
Austin Brewer. Eugene E. Stoddard,
Mrs. Holbrook and Wesley Comstock.
The members of the circle are well
pleased with the co-operation they
received from J. O. Stevens, who fur
the chairs; and others who
i nished
aided in any way.

A benefit card party will be held
April 6 at 2 o'clock in Legion hall
under the auspices of the Past Presi
dents’ Parley of the American j
Legion auxiliary. Buffet lunch will
be served and there will be faVors
for each table. Proceeds will be used.
' for disabled ex-service women.

KITCHEN
CUPBOARD

Stock purchased of a New York Bank

at 50 cents on the Dollar

HAVE COLOR IN CHEEKS
If your skin is yellow—complexion
pallid—tongue coated—appetite poor
—you have a bad taste in your mouth
—a lazy, no-good feeling—you should
try Olive Tablets.
Dr. Edwards Olive Tablets—a sub
stitute for calomel—were prepared by
Dr. Edwards after 20 years of study.
Olive Tablets are a purely vege
table compound. Know them by their
olive color.
To have a clear, pink skin, bright
eyes, no pimples, a feeling of buoy
ancy like childhood days, you must
get at the cause.
Dr. Edwards Olive Tablets act on
the liver and bowels like calomel—yet
have no dangerous after effects.
They start the bile and help over
come constipation. Take nightly and
note the pleasing results. Millions of
boxes sold yearly 15c, 30c, tXX.

A to D

$2.98, $3.95, $4.95
9port Shoes of every description
with the college heel

R. E. NUTT
SHOE STORE
436 MAIN ST.

904 Lorraine Ginghams, regular 50c value; yard,

.15

904 Lorraine Ginghams, regular 39c value; yard,

.15

36 inch Bleached Linen, to be sold for

-29

One lot of Plain Colored Flat Crepe, reg. price 1.00 yard; to be sold at

.59

Gloria Madras Shirtings, regular 39c to 49c,

.19

Fine Quality Fancy Woven Napkins, H. S.,

Other items in this purchase include Unbleached Linen, Linen Towels, Planted
Broadcloths, etc.

One lot of All Wool Blankets,

-

These blankets are irregulars, but nothing that hurts them: in fart it’s hard to find.

ROCKLAND

Green Trading Stamps

.12V2

SENTER CRANE COMPANY

1.93

Every-Other-Day
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THE ART OF LOBSTERING’
1825—KNOX COUNTY’S OLDEST BANK—1931

It only takes a few nickels and dimes to
make a dollar. The change that slips
through your fingers unaccounted for will
total a surprising sum in a year s time if
you put it into a savings account at this
bank. A few cents a day will amount to
four or five dollars a month or
fifty or sixty dollars a year. Nourished by
compound interest your small deposits will
grow to a worthwhile sum. Why not make
a resolution to make your spare change
count. You can open your savings ac
count at this bank with one dollar and
make subsequent deposits in any amounts
that suit your convenience.

THOMASTON NATIONAL
BANK
Thomaston, Maine
A Member ol the Financial Institutions Group of Banks
Financial Institutions. Inc. Is a Ma lne corporation owning a majority
of the Capital Stock of 15 Maine banks having total resources of more
than 5*6.000.000. Over 85 per cent of the Common Stock of Financial
Institutions. Inc. Is owned by Maine capital and the corporation is
managed by Maine men who have had long and successful experience
In banking and financial operation.

SAY IT RAPIDLY
If a Hottentot tot taught a
Hottentot tot to talk e'er the taugh’
tot could totter, ought the Hottentot
tot be taught to say aught, or naught

! or what ought to be taught her? If
to hoot and to toot a Hottentot tot
be taught by a Hottentot tutor,
should the tutor get hot if the
Hottentot tot hoot and toot at the
Hottentot tutor?

F O II D
SAFETY

Triplex shatter-proof glass windshield
has saved many lives in collisions
EVERY new Ford is equipped with a Triplex shatter
proof windshield. This is made so that die glass will not

fly or splinter under the hardest impact. It has saved
many lives and prevented injuries in many automobile
collisions.
This shatter-proof glass windshield is just one of

many features that make the new Ford a value far above
the price. Others are the silent, fully enclosed fourwheel brakes, sturdy steel body construction, four Houdaille double-acting hydraulic shock absorbers, more

than twenty ball and roller bearings, extensive use of
fine steel forgings, aluminum pistons, chrome silicon

alloy valves, torque-tube drive, three-quarter floating
rear axle, Rustless Steel, and unusual accuracy in

manufacturing.
In addition, you save many dollars because of low
first cost of the new Ford, low. cost of operation and
up-keep, and low yearly depreciation.
The New Ford
De Luxe Coupe

“June Moon." the hilarious New
The
tempestuous
Mississippi
River in flood . . . The town of River York stage success of last season in
which the authors, Ring Lardner and
side threatened with destruction . . . George Kaufman, poked fun, wild
Thousands of people fleeing to save,, and meaningful. in the general ditheir lives. One man's strength and ( rection of popular song writers, has
I courage and brain is a bulwark be- been expertly dramatized on the
tween them and the all devouring ta^ln8 screen by Paramount
a. Daniels
• »;♦ •> »:• < »;• •;«•$»•**
In June Moon it is Jack Oakie s
river.
ambition to write a hit like "The
At the same time a torrent of Star Spangled Banner." So Oakie
retail dealers. It takes a powerful
mayor to do a thing like that, but it slander menaces the happiness of leaves the home town and arrives in
that man's home. His wife combats New York with $1200 and pad and
shows that it can be done.
the malicious serpent of small town pencil. He's all set to take New York
scandal. She is trying to save a bv storm. He's made the startling
The average man eats 76.650 meals newly-made Paradise, striving against discovery that "June" and "moon"
before he is 70 years old. that is if he the vicious tales being tcld by the rhyme and there's no holding him.
doesn't oversleep some mornings and very persons whose lives her husband With the aid of a cold digging blond
miss breakfast. The average wom is battling to protect. That is the who is out to play Oakie for a sucker,
an would find it hard to provide a stirring central situation in the things begin to happen to our hero
new food for each meal, or each day, Columbia picture. “The Flood." with rollicking rapidity. But there’s
or even each month.
which will be shown at the Park a sweet little girl from Oakie's home
Theatre Friday -Saturday.
town who, with the aid of a hard
X
<$■ $• <$> <»>
But the climax! . . . Tons of boiled piano player, set out to steer
They now make a hair restorer angry water rushing down to wipe Oakie straight. Thev finally do so.
that you drink, and it makes hair I out all human life and all the worldly , but not before Oakie goes through
grow on a bald head. No fooling. At | possessions of the populace. A mon- more amazing experiences in New
the recent beauty congress in New i ster that knows no reason, that can- York's Tin Pan Alley than you'd think
York. Dr. Herman Goodman said not be destroyed, that cannot be de- (possib'e. Anyway, from beginning to
that the cause of baldness lies in the feated! A titanic struggle of man end the fun's fast and furious, abetsympathetic nervous system. The against the forces of nature.—adv.
led bv pointed and riotous dialogue
that makes the most of every situa
common male baldness begins at the I
-----------------time of change of his nervous con- | According to Sir Henry Thornton i tion. It is the Strand Friday and
trol. Drugs whose action upon the of the Canadian National Railways, ' Saturday feature.
sympathetic nervous system is known students from middle third in their
will preserve the hair. Y9u may now classes are the most successful in life.
Avoid spring housecleaning work.'
drink hair tonic—but be sure and gel They are not brilliant enough to There are manv wavs the People's
the right brand. Better let your become qrofessors, ar dumb enough Laundry can help you. Telephone
170.—adv.
doctor attend to it.
to have to work.—New Yorker.
36-tf

Current Comment

I have often been asked by my in through this hole, the lobster crawls
By harry
land Canadian friends concerning in, unable to escape. Thc rounded
lobsters, how they are caught, eaten, top. sides and flat bottom are made
Today I add to the list another of
etc., and many curious questions as of laths about three feet long and
to the fishermen who catch this nailed a certain -distance apart to the odd things eaten during my wan
product of the sea. I have always the curved ends. A trap door is derings about the world. Dr. and
enjoyed recounting to these friends made, through which the bait-box is Mrs Carter of Mercedes who have
I the experiences I have passed nut in and the lobsters taken out. been 17 years developing a large
i through in different years.
My I The trap or pot is also equipped with plantation here which is now one of
| home was once on the New Eng a sinker, which is probably a heavy the most beautiful show places in the
land coast of Maine, and my father stone: a bait-box. in which is placed valley, gave a dinner to valley editors
j was born and raised on one of it' dead herring and crabs, (a lobster is yesterday noon. Everything listed on
many islands, of which I shall later not aesthetic in his taste): a long thn menu card came from their plan
heavy tarred rope is used, by which tation. The meat course was “breast
I write.
fattened —
on -----orange blos____ ______
Maine, exclusive of the whale the trap is let down into the water. I o! duel:,
' fisheries, was the second state in the On one end of the rope is the buoy, j roms water lilies and gold fish." It
i value of fisheries, which in 1873 ex on which the owner's name and was indeed a feast. Wish I had room
ceeded $800,000. I was told that to- license number are burnt. These j here to tell you all about it.
$>$><$><$•
I day it is the leading state in the buoys are painted different colors.,
so that they can be easily dis
lobster industry.
We get Amos and Andy three time?
There is situated about half way tinguished by their owners.
i a night down here. At 6 p. m.. 10
Lobstering is a hard and dangerdown the rocky coast of Maine, an
The pepsodent
i island known as Muscongus Isle. Its ous industry. In olden times, only I
paste 'hat thev advertise holds
location is nearly a mile across | row-boats were used; but now the a record for radio publicity expendi
Medomak Sound from the main i task is made easier by the means of tures. Last year they not only paid
land, called Bristol and Bremen, motor boats. One may not think Amos and Andy $100,000 on their con
I This island is approximately three that lobstering requires much brain? tract. but they paid the broadcast
1 miles long and one mile wide. There 1 or experience, but in watching my ing comDanies for the national hook
is a stream running through the \ skipper. I decided that it did. There ups $1,220,000. Quaker Oats was
center of the island, which practi- were the rocks, shoals, and seas to second with $861,000. and Lucky
! cally divides it into two sections, watch: sighting his buoy; picking it s etTik'p third
causing one to walk up
_ a steep*
_ hill up with a grapple hook; allowing tiis i" ..........‘
on either side. At the southern end engine to idle: steering to the best
of the island, there is a natural har- ‘ position: avoiding the tow lines so I O’ er in the little country of Den- I
bor bounded by rocks and promon- that they do not catch in the mark there are 433.000 radios which
! tories which form a safe haven for propeller. All these things have to 1 averaees one receiver for eipht nerthe small fishing craft. This harbor be accomplished practically all in the sons. - in
- that
Every owner of a radio
has the name of the "Creek,” and same moment. But what a thrilling country has to pay a government tax I
at its mouth are situated the wharf, ..
expectancy
one
.
.
. experiences, when .of $2.70 a year to operate his set. I
fish-houses, and homes of many of the brawny hands and arms grasp Thpv get !icenses just as
wou!d
the inhabitants. At the northern the tow-line and gradually haul up fo, your cars
have the same
end of the island, there are numer the kelp-covered trap. Will it be rule in Japan. Some dav they may
ous coves, which in themselves form one. two or three lobsters? Yes. work it out that way in this country, j
deep natural harbors.
sometimes, but occasionally none. It would keep a lot of squealers off '

air for an inspector would come
The population of Muscongus ; be cleared of its kelp. Crabs and other the
in and confiscate such sets..
Island at the present time is about i sea inhabitants, rebaited and let
<$> <$■ <$> ■$>
! eighty people. Their main occupa- I down again into the deep, dark
I tion is lobstering and fishing, and waters, there to remain until the
"Boys and girls should be kept
in spite of these perilous vocations, next morning, when the same process apart all through the lower schools. !
they are a happy and care-free com- I is again gone through with,
high schools and universities. In
munity. A few do a little farming
, , . .
short. I think they should be kert
and supply the fishermen in eggs.
butter and vegetables. They own
The fisheries of the United States arart through the whole of their
their comfortable homes, many of require the lobster to be of a certain educational period." savs Dr. Clar
which contain fine pianos and up-to- len$th and every lobsterman is sup- ence Cook Little. It sounds good, but j
date radios. On the mainland they Plied with a measure when he up it will never work out as long as j
keep their automobiles and travel plies for his license. If the lobster necking parties are popular.
where they please. The Island is a measures up to the standard meas♦ $♦♦
refreshing spot for lagged and tired urements. it is called a “counter"
The
federal
government tells you
nerves, and there, the honk of the and is suitable for market. If it is that Toledo. Ohio, is the wickedest
motor car is never heard. They not the proper length, it is supposed city in the United States, with a per
enjoy their fine church and its serv to be cast back into the ocean to centage of crimes of 236 per 10.000
ices. which are conducted by the mature. These are called "shorts" people. Chicago stands the 68th city j
Maine Coast Missionary Society, 1 and the fine, if one is caught by the
Their one grammar school is good,1 fish-warden for keeping "shorts," is down the list, with a crime percent- '
: sending out pupils prepared for high five dollars for every lobster in his aze of only 64 per 10 000 people.
Florida has the lowest crime
school.
i possession and the license cancelled. Tampa,
record of any city.
The writer has visited Muscongus
The "counters" are thrown into
<s> -» .g, -s>
Island for many years and it was the bottom of the boat and if one is
this lovely spot that drew me there fidgety or frightened one must needs
Many of you have read “Abe Marfor part of my vacation this past seek some loftier position; for be- tin" created by Kin Hubbard, who I
summer. Our motor trip took us lieve me! Mr. Lobster can craw! was an Indianapolis newspaper man.
from Guelph, Ontario, to Round around a bit and is very evil- Since his dpath it has been reported
Pond. Maine, bv way of Montreal, tempered; so much so that wooden that he seldom wrote more than two
the Green and White Mountains pegs are pushed behind the small brief sentences a day.
and the Atlantic highwav, a distance claw to prevent its catching the
§• <$> <S> 4>
of some eight hundred and fifty finger or hand. Every summer, thp
miles. Having arrived at Round lobster sheds its shell. This shell
In Mexico the college authorities
Pond, we found a convenient garage cracks down the center of the lo’o- have forbidden students going bare
to park our car. Our next step star's back and by much wriggling headed, wearing spats, growing side
w’as to secure some sailor "to set and contriving, it pulls its body and burns or carrying canes. The ban
us onto the island." We found a claws free of its old shell, and a was declared on the ground that stu
willing and competent seaman in the very soft new shell starts to form dents should devote their thoughts to
person of a Capt. Hinds, who safely This period is called the “shedding more serious things, and should stop
piloted us across the Sound in his one and as the lobster is very tender trying to ape American students who
sturdy motor boat, and landed us. he is not suitable for market. He devote too much attention to freak
without mishap, at Little Harbor, is a prey for the other lobsters and styles and mannerisms.
Our next task was to get our bag- even if he lives through this
****
gage uo to the house, where our rela- hazardous item of shedding, in all
fives lived: and it is astonishing j probability, he is not wise enough to
The Texas State Bankers' Asso
how much luggage one accumulates let alone those funny little box? ciation has issued an appeal to “shoot
and how heavy it becomes when one that he sees in the trap.
to kill." Thej’ offer $5000 for every
has to carry it half a mile or more.
At 9.30 when the isiand was circled. dead bank robber. There have been
and the last trap hauled and attend nine robberies of Texas banks since
After reaching the house, which ed to, my skipper said. "Well, th ~ January 1, this year. The ap
is around the century mark, hearty part of the day’s work is done,' peal says: “A sure way to stop
greetings were exchanged and good meaning that he had done part of the hold-up boys, whether they be
times planned for. My first great a good day's work, while most people local ambitious gangs or imported
desire was "to go out lobstering" a? were sleeping. The rest of the day bad men, is very simple. It is only
the common saying goes. Many a is spent in repairing and making a matter of killing a bank robber and
good sail has the writer experienced traps and securing new bait. The paying $5000 for the carcass. One
with one fine old gentleman. Capt. severe storms carry awav and de dead robber will save 25 robberies in !
Simmons, a man who has sailed the stroy many traps. Pot heads are to the next two months in Texas. So
sea from boyhood. Being retired be made and a hundred-and-one there is nothing else to do but go [
from active life, his grandson and other things to be done, that we gunning for the robber. Your bank
his boat were chartered “to take me "land-lubbers" know’ nothing about may be next, so be prepared."
lobstering.” This youthful skipper
<$><$><&«■
is a fine specimen of physique,
The purring engine was started j The depression struck elephant I
standing six feet in height and tip
ping the scales well over the two- into quiet action. Some engines owners an awful blow. Before the
hundred mark. Not an ounce of sound like the crack of doom in i slump a good bull elephant was
flabby flesh is found on his body and one's ears, but ours was a pleasure worth $4000 cash. This week, up in
his grey eye is as sharp and keen as 1 to listen to, and it soon brought us Connecticut, a fine bull elephant
the gulls,' which he befriends. He to the lobster car located in the brought only $600. Those of you who
is shy and retiring, but, when once harbor. Here, the dealer weighed the own elephants better stick together
known, manifests a keen wit and “counters" in a basket and counted and wait for a better market. The
daring spirit. His great pride lies out the ready cash into our skip- elephant business is certainly bad 1
right now. The Doberman Pinchner j
in his fine motor boat, which he ; per's hand.
calls “High. Wide and Beautiful." | The lobsters are placed in the car business is also on the blink, as anv
and undoubtedly is the finest craft which is sunken under water ar.d is of the island breeders will tell you.
lying in the small, snug harbor.
■ used as a retainer until the smack However, things are looking up. and I
The eventful morning was set and comes and takes them away to some a good swearing parrot who can !
I must confess that I lay awake the big city or summer resort where throw in a few Chinese cuss words, j
earlier part of the night, fearing that i people pay fabulous prices for them. still brings a good price. Ask Sam
I should oversleep. At precisely i thinking that they are getting a Lawry.
three a. m„ my cousin called me. I treat and indeed they are! But I
$
This was needless, as the crowing wonder how many of those same
In South Africa they have found
roosters in their pens, and the “put- I people know and appreciate the
ting" motor boats on the water were hardships and dangers under which the world's deadliest known poison. !
so powerful that a single drop will
good alarm clocks. I jumped out of these same lobsters are caught.
bed, dressed and partook of a warm
The game of lobstering has gone kill 10.000 people, and one whiff of it
breakfast that only the New England on for many years and its skill and will knock you dead. It is a bulb.
folk know how to prepare. Over my knowledge will be handed down from And the government has decided to
hiking suit, I donned some sort of one generation to another for years keep the thing a secret. It is the
long coat, a cross between an old to come And now I hope that mv only known poison that does not
mackintosh and oil-suit. On my Canadian friends who may read this leave a trace on the victim's body.
head a straw hat. and on my feet article will more readily understand
«►> <§> <s> 3>
were a pair of ladies' high rubber the “Art of Lobstering
The
city
of
Buenos Aires brought
boots. Did you know that such arti
down the price of food recently by
cles as ladies' high rubber boots are
LITTLE WILD MOTHER
engaging in the selling of flour,
made? Well, they are, but mine had
I For The Courier-Gazette 1
seen several years of use and the In search of violets I tramped, one bread, potatoes, and meat, direct to
the consumer. The city undersold
water seeped through, similar to one
sunnv day In Spring
Of those kitchen utensils they call j With PUD for company; he sniffed the the retailers by 25 to 40 per cent,
a sieve. In this rigout. I made my | wlth ^e^e-n8Wdee^ghatlrBR r We werp en. with the result that the prices have
now been reduced by the regular
way to the shore, where I was to
Joying
The sunshine and the easy trail when
meet my youthful skipper.
swiftly there
* * * •
Appeared a partridge, ruffled, angry and
A JOYFUL SURPRISE
with dragging wing.
The morning turned, out to be
at the dog she flew; he fled
beautiful and there is no grander Straight
with drooping tail.
sight than to see the sun apparently Then she. with piteous cries, like some
sore-wounded thing
rising up out of the ocean. At fourto entice me up the hilly home
thirty, we were on our way to the Tried ward
trail.
lobster field. One may ask “Why i
so early in morning?” I asked that For Just one moment. In surprise,
there In my tracks
question myself and concluded by And stood
then I saw half hidden and to Over thc Weekend Goes Pain, A^ony
the answers that I received, that it is
earth close pressed.
and Swelling or Money Bark, Says
a customary thing to do. Unfortu Three partridge babies, with beady eyes
David L. McCarty
brown striped backs.
nately, as in every business there is Frozenand
In fright, but submissive to the
the dishonest man. so there is the
mother bird's behest.
LARGE 8 OZ. BOTTLE 85c
dishonest fisherman, and the cause I Then I bowed my head and let her lure
me up the hill.
for the early hours in the morning
They call this the Allenru week-end
smiled a little when I saw her
may be summed up in the old saying, And only
treatment for Rheumatism. Sciatica and
soar.
“every man for himself" and to pro On swift and almost silent wings down Neuritis because you can go to b^d on
Friday Night—stay there as much as
the trail, until
tect his property.
till Monday morning and while
her babies at the gulley's possible
I might explain here, how the lob She Joined
there drive the uric acid from your ail
edge once more.
ing joints and muscles.
ster trap is made and equipped. It
But during that time you must take
is so constructed with a flat bottom I knew she'd call them gently beneath Allenru
as directed—-for Allenru acts
her shelt'rlng breast.
and rounded top, that it lies flat on And comfort
with
double speed when the body is re
them and calm their terror,
laxed
and
rested.
the ocean bed. The two ends, which
mother-wise,
can purchase Allenru from David
are curved, are made of easily bent And knew. too. that pup and I would L. You
McCarty
or any progressive druggist
again molest.
saplings and in these curved ends are Until not
America—a large 8 oz. bottle 85 cents
those babies' wings had grown to in
—
and
money
back if it doesn’t do as
placed a net which the fishermen
flying size.
advertised.
Peggy.
knit. In the net is a round hole and j

New 48 Hour Treatment
For Rheumatism

LOW

PRICES
$

OF

FOR O

CARS

430 to s630

F. O. B. Detroit, plus freight and delivery. Bumpers and spare tire extra
at small cost. You can purchase a Ford on economical terms through
the Authorised Ford Finance Plans of the Universal Credit Company.

STRAND THEATRE

*

As Explained By Marjorie H. Marshall (Mus. Bac.) To the
Guelph (Ontario) Daily Mercury

Making change count

PARK THEATRE
•!’

EASTERN’S Spring Sale!

Feature! .5-Piece Bedroom Outfit
Reduced

from

$55.00

*39

I*/

Mail in

Your
Order

A substantial outfit for your bedroom at a lower price
than ever before. It includes a walnut color dresser,
with either a chair or rocker to match, a bed to match,
with comfortable spring and mattress, all for $39.

Complete Bed Outfit!
Save—Choice of Bed,

Spring or Mattress
Famous Simmons Bed! 99-Coil Spring:
Or Choose the ALL-COTTON Mattress

Extra fine quality! Huge sale specials!
Choice of very smart Windsor style steel
bed in rich brown color I famous Sim
mons make!I or luxurious,
.pring with 99 full coils, or
the restful mattress of'
deeply tufted cotton in art
ticking! Each only ..........

$Q.67

$1.00 DELIVERS ALL 3 PIECES

While They Last

OUR CLEARANCE SALE is bringing in
out of town folks in great numbers—the
Savings are worth while!
A price as low as this carries all the
message necessary in speaking of this
Sale super-feature. Steel bed of assured
quality in rich brown db
E“A
color! Resil'ent linkjk I
g SI I
spring! Luxurious**7 I
tufted mattress in art
I 1 p
ticking! All 3 for $18.50
$1 DELIVERS—$1 WEEKLY

At this low price, you

should replace yours with

a NEW

BED OUTFIT

complete

If you are unable to come and see this
wonderful bargain, just mail in $1.00 and
the outfit will he shipped and you can pay
$1 weekly until $23.00 is paid. We pay
the freight, and if you are not delighted
return it at our expense!

$1. Delivers—Balance Easy
ATTEND TO IT NOW BEFORE
THEY ARE ALL SOLD OUT

283 MAIN STREET

ROCKLAND
-XJ—

